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CHAPTER / \ 
Introduction: 
Decision and 
Argument 

How can you decide what to believe and what to do? 
Should you believe everything you hear and read? Should you even befieve 

everythiig you read.in your local newspaper? Obviously not. Which of the things that 
you hear and read should you believe? DO you have a guess, or a theory, or an idea 
about something? Should you believe it? How can you investigate to find out? I n  
short, how can you deade what to believe? 

Suppose you are trying to deade how to vote, what kind of orange juice to buy 
(if at all), whether to see a docror, or whether to take a class. How can you decide 
what to do? 

The primary purpose of this book is to  help you decide in a reasonable way wha~ 
to believe and what to do. Somerimes decisions are easy. Sometimes they are difficult 
Sometimes you have no way to decide with any confidence, and you just have to dc 
the best you can. Formnacely, there are guidelines that are helphl in makins 
decisions. . . 

This book is going to help you learn to use some of the most important of thesl 
guidelines. Do not expect'the guidelines to do the whole job for you. In decision 

. . about what to believe and do, you also need reliable information and understandin! 
of the topic or field of study. Then, &er considering all these things, you must makl 
a reasonable judgment. The guidelines and the facts do not automatically produce a 
answer. 

Other people are often involved. You engage in discussions with them in orde 
to gather information, ideas, and understanding for your own decisions. You as 
questions. Sometimes you engage in discussions with others simply to persuade ther 
about something. Sometimes you need to present your ideas to ohers so that the 
can make good decisions. These thinzs are not easy to do well. This book attemp 
to advise you about these ways of interacting with other people. Again, these are on' 
guidelines. The rest is up to you. 

You depend on your beliefs, whecher you are deciding what to do or drcidin 
what to believe. Decisions about belief, then, art: tlndnmentnl. A key feature in dec 
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sions. about belief is often an argument You ~vill be examining others' arguments and 
developing your own. So let us start by looking a t  argumenB. 

Argument 

Basically, an arglrment is an attempr to prove or establish a conclusion. It has two 
major parts: a conclusion and the reason or  reasons offered in support of the con- 
clusion. The general idea is that if rhe conclusion of an argument is well-supported 
by good reasons, you should probably believe it. An  argument in this sense is not a 
hostile disagreement (although ir could be part of one). 

The conclusion in an argumenr is the parr that the =er is trying to get some- 
one to believe. A word of warning: By concllrsion I do nor mean the ending of a story 
or set of events. The conclusion is whatever someone is aying to prove or establish. 

If there is no conclusion, there is no argument. Similarly, if there is no reason 
given, there is no argument. 

The following is an argumenr in this logical sense of the word: 

My client is innocent of the chage of murder because she was defending herself 
against an attack. 

This is an argumenr because he re  is a conclusion (italiazed here) and a reason 
offered in support of the condusion. The following similar passage is basically the 
same argument, with the reason and conclusion in opposite order: 

She was defending herself a&st an attack, so my client is znnocznr of the charge 
of murder. 

Again, there is a cond&ion and a reason offered in support of the conclusion. 
The order of the reasons(s) and conclusion does not matter. 

The following is not an argument in this logical sense: 

You are a fool. 
I'm not. 
You are. 

Each of the speakers is offering a conclusion ("You are a fool" and "I'm notn), 
bur there is no argument here (in che logical sense of agumenr) because there are no 
reasons offered. 

Check-Ups 

So that you can get feedback and pracrice, there will be frequent questions and prob- 
lems. They will help you to review and check your understanding. It is very important 
that you do these and check your answers against the suggested answers at the end 
of the chapter. If your answers disagree with the suggested ones, think nvice before 
you decide that yours is wrong; there can often be more than one reasonable answer 
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to a question. If one of your answers is different from the one suggesred, then eiher 
u y  to satisfv . vourself , that yours reallv is Jll right or try to figurc out why it is not. 

Sometimes the check-up and practice items involve controversial issues. I do 
not necessarily agree (or disagree) ~vivlm the opinions or argumenrs in the examples in 
this book. 

Some of the check-up items are true-hlse. Generally, these serve as a broad 
review of the main points. If the mtement  is fdse, you will also be asked to revise the 
statement to make it uue. Wlerever possible, do  this in an interesting wav that shows 
that you understand what is %nonS. Try to avoid just inserting the word not or somc 
similar device. For example, the first one reads as follows: 

1:1 As defined here, an argument is a hosnle disagreement. 

This is false, but should not  be changed to read as follows: 

1:l As defined here, an argument is not a hostile disagreement. 

A change like this does not  give a suong enough indication of understanding 
Rather, it should be changed to  read something like the following: 

1:l As defined here, an argument is an attempt to prove or esrablish a 
conclusion. 

This sort of revision more clearly shows that you understand. 
Do noc give in to  the tempcanon to look up the suggested answer before yc 

u y  to figure it out. Try it firsr, then look it up. Also, resist the temptation to aba 
don your own answer automatically when ir $ different from the one Sven. Md 
sure that you know a good reason before change your answer. Yours might l 
just as good as rhe suggested answer-perhaps better. 

In some cases, answers are not  supplied. This is to  help you think independent 
while still giving you the help you can get from seeing the acceptable answers that a 

supplied. 
Often, the last item in a series is more difficult, sometimes s l u n g  you to t h ~  

ahead-to go beyond rhe marerial already presented; for example, see Item 1:13 
the first set of check-up items. These items are intended to challenge you and to h1 
you think critically about thinking criticdly! 

Check-Up 1A 

True or False? 
If hlse, change ic to make it uue. Try to do so in a way that shows that you understa 

1:l As defined here, an argument is a hostile disagreement. 
1:2 The mGn purpose of  this book is to help you decide reasonably wh. 

to believe and do. 
1:3 This book gives some advice for inter~cring with othcr people on dl 

sions about what to  believe ~ n d  do. 
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1:4 If a person follows the guidelines offered in this book exacrly as they 
are wrirten, that person does not need to attend m the irksome derails 
in the situation calling for the thinking. 

1:5 Something can be both an argument in the logical sense and part of a 
dispute. 

Shorn Answer 
For each of the following, write A if ir is an ar,went (in the logical sense of the word 
argument). Write N if it is not. Do not try to judge whether an argument is a good 
one. Just decide whether each item is an argument at all. If you need eo add a word 
of e.uplanation, do so. 

1:6 Mayor Martin will nor be rcclecred because she has raised taxes. 
1:7 Because zoning interfere with keedorn, it is unjust. 
1:8 It is absolutely dear that the future holds more promise than the past. 
1:9 Although the sun is shining now, it will be raining before nightfall. 

1:10 Whenever the sneers are we& thcy are slippery, so you should drive 
carefully. 

1:11 "Turn down the volume, please." "Why should I?" "Don't argue 
. with me!" 

132  The sneers are wet.  heref fore, they are slippery. . . 

1:13 Whenever the sueets are wet, they are slippery. 

Six Basic Elements in Critical Thinking: 
The FRISCO Approach 

It helps to have a mental checklist for cn t id  -g. The one recomme~lded here 
has siu basic elements: Focus, kasons, Inference, Situation, Clarity, and Overview. 
The firsr letters of these words make the easy-to-remember acronym TRISCO. 

Sometimes you will go h o u g h  these elements in order when rhinking critically, 
but often you will skip around-and back and forth. In any case, you can use these 
six elements as a checklist to make sure that you have done the most important 
things. Generally, you should S t Z E  by working on h e  focus and end with an overview, 
but you should do these WO things at other times, too. Often, you should remind 
yourself of and reconsider the focus at points in your thinking other than the begin- 
ning. Furthermore, you should con~ua l fy  do the reviewing called for in the 
overview step. In later chapters, I shall say more about each of these elements, but 
my purpcse here is just to give you an introducrion to FRISCO, using a very short 
argument as an example. 

Focus 

The first thing tc do in approaching a ~ y  situation is to figure our the main poirt, 
issue, question, or problem.-Without knowing this (the focus), you will wasre much 
of your rime. i b k  yourself such questions as "What is going on hue.:," "What really 
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matters here?," "What is this all about?," "What is this person trying to prove?," and. 
''\%at am 1 trying to prove?"--io make sure that you know what to focus on. 
Sometimes there are several fearures on which to focus. Be ready for that. 1 

In an argument, the focus is ordinarily the conclusion. Consider the following - 
argument, piven earlier as an example: 

My client is innocent of the charge of murder because she was defending her- 
self against attack. 

The conclusion-and the focus-is ''My client is innocenr. of &c charge of 
murder." This is the conclusion b e s u e  this is the point that the speaker (rile dsfense 
attorney in a murder uial) was to get the jury to believe. Unless you know 
where the argument is going, it is diff~cult to see how the pieces fit together and to 
decide whether, or how much, some part matters. So it is generally wise to try to 
identify the conclusion right away. (You will see that idenafying the conclusion can 
sometimes be difficult, although ir might seem easy now.) 

When you are offering an argument, make sure that you know and can state 
your conclusion. It is usually a good idea to begn your presentation by stating your 
condusion. 

Reasons 

You should also ny to get a fairly good idea of the reason or reasons. You must know 
the reason(s) offered in supporr of a conclusion and decide whether the reasons a r e  
acceptable before you can make a final judgment about an argument. In the arw 
ment we have been considering, there is only one reascn given: "She was defending 
herself against attack." It alone is offered in direct support of the conclusion. 

When you-are formulating your own argument, you musr offer your own rea. 
sons. When you are making a decision, you should look for reasons for and againsi 
deciding in a certain way (pro and con reasons). Sometimes, when you are invesd 
gadng somerhing or doing an experiment, you are looking for evidence, and the evi. 
dence will become a reason or reasons for your conclusion. (You still must judgt 
whether to accept the reasons because they are a basis for making a decision.) Lastly 

- 

when you are reviewing your own argument, you should identifi, and judge rht 
acceptability of your reasons. NI  of these activities of argument formulation comt 
under this second elkment, -Reasoh. 

Chapter 2, which deals with argument analysis, is concerned with identifyin! 
the reasons other people have and seeing their role in a total argument. Chapters 1 
and 4, which deal with the credibiliv of sources and with observation, are concernec 
with deciding whether two major types of reasons are acceptable. 

I was on the jury that had to judge the reason "She was defending herself agains 
attack." Most of the jurors believed that this reason, a3 offered by the defense atror 
ney, was not true and we decided that the argument was not a good one. But realiz 
that the fact that an argument is bad does not prove the conclusion to be false. Sh 
might have been innocent for other reasons, even though she -was not de~cendin~ her 
self against attack. In fact, for other remns, the jury did find her not guilty of rnurds 
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Inference 

Suppose that the reson were true. Would it have been sufficient to establish the con- 
clusion? This is a different question from the question under R, "Is the reason accept- 
able?" The question under the I in F m C O  is whether the reason, if it is acceptable, 
would support the conclusion, and how strongly. 1x1 the jury situation, ir seemed to 
me that the reson, even though it was not acceptable, would have been sufficient; 
that is, that the inference is a good one. To say that an inference is a good one is to 
say that the step kom the reason(s) to the conclusion is a rcasonablc o i ~ ;  in other 
words, that it is one we are entitled to  make. In still other words, the reasoning 
(though not necessarily the reason) is acceptable. 

Judging the inference is different eorn judging the acceptability of the rea- 
son(~). We must do both. We must judge whether the reason(s) are acceptable and 
we must also judge whether the reason(s) would be suffiaent to establish the con- 
clusion if the reason(s) are acceptable (that %, we also have to judge the inference). I 
have said this in different ways because it is a difficult distindon u n d  you see it. 

Although we shall be looking in more detail at the process of judging different 
kinds of infcrenccs, one good general question to ask is h: "Is there a plausible alter- 
native to ttzis conclusion?" Applied to our sample argument, the thinking might go like 
this: "Suppose that it is true that she was defending herself againsr an attack. An alter- 
native to the conclusion is chat she was still guilty. IS -&S plausible, given that we 
accept the reason?" I thought not, bur. it was s d l  important to consider that altema- 
tive. It would be piausible, by the way, if the attack were merely a verbal attack. 
Often, good alternatives go unnoticed if we do not make an effort to find them. 

Because the alternative I suggested is SO obvious, the suategy of looking for 
alternatives might not seem especially helpful in this argument. But there was another 
argument in that situation where looking for alternatives was a very imporrant strat- 
egy. One of the jurors concluded that the defendant was guilty because it was agreed 
that it had not been proved beyond a reasonable doubt that she was innocent. But an 
alternative conclusion was that neither her guilt nor her innocence had been proven 
beyond a reasonable doubt. It was very helpll  to point out rhis ficr to that juror. 

Look at rhis juror's comment in a different through the idenrificatior; af 
an unstated assumpdon. The jkor  apparently was assuming that a defendant is guilty 
unless proven innocent. He was wrong about this, and we told him so. The identifi- 
cation and appraisal of such assumptions is part of the process of judging an inference 
because inferences usually depend on unstated assumptions. Identifying unstared 
assumptions is discussed in Chapter 7. 

Unfortunately, the word inference has a confusing feature. It is ambiguous. That 
is, it has more than one meaning. Sometimes the word inference is used to mean con- 
clzjsion, so that the conclusion of an argument would then be an inference. In our 
example, the proposition "My client is innocent of the charge of murder" is an infer- 
ence in the conclusion sense of the word inference. Usually, however, the word in@- 
ence is used as I am using it here: to refer to the step in going from rhc reason(s1 ro 
the conclusion. In this book, the word is used in the "stepn sensc (the reasoning 
sense) rather than the "conclusion" sense. 
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Incidentally, I have just exemplified an important critical thinking ability: dra 
ing distinctions in order to avoid confusion. That is, I drew a process-product c 
tincrion benveen two senses of ~ 5 e  word inference: inference as a process (the "ste 
sense) and inference as a p r o d u ~  (the "conclusionn sense). Process-product disti 
tions are often helpful, but the more general point is that drawing distinctions ( 

often help to clear up confusions and disagreements. 
In judging inferences, we rake into account the other p m  of FRISCO. 7 

Focus is important because it is the product of the inference. The Reasons are imp 
tant because the inference srars  with them. The Situation is irnporraxir. becaust 
determines a number of important factors to consider in judging an inference. As ]i 
will see, the uial siruation had a bearing on the kind of inferences one can make. Y 
will also see that the meaning of the words used (particularly the word atrack) h; 

bearing on the inference that can be made. All of this illustrates the interdepende~ 
of the parts of FRISCO. 

Situation 
When thinking is focused on belief and decision, it takes place in some broad sit 
tion that gives i t  significance and provides some of the rules. The sirnation inch 
the people involved and their pu rpo~a ,  histories, allegiances, knowledge, emotic 
prejudices, group memberships, and interan. It includes the pkysic3 envlron~n 
and the social environment, which in turn includes families, governments, insi 
tions, religions, employment, dubs, and neighborhoods. These ehings are relev 
not only 10 the significance of the rhinking activity and some of elre rules that g$\ 
it, but also to the meaning of what the thinker is doing or judging. 

A crucial feature of t h e ~ o u r u o o m  situation was that the burden of proof, 
on tke State, not the defense attorney. The State had to prove its case beyond a I 

sonable doubt. The defense attorney had to show only that his case hvas a reason; 
possibility. That was all that he needed in order to show that the State had not pra 
its case beyond a reasonable doubt. 

The jurors in that situation needed to realize this difference. Ar first, some \n 

tempted to hold the defense attorney to the same standard as rhe State's attorney 
example was the juror who wanted to conclude that the defendant was guiity bec; 
the defense attorney had failed to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that she 
innocent. We had to point out to  him the crucial feature of the situation: The l 
den of proof was on the State. It was important for us to be aware of this featur 
the situarion. 

Clarity 
When you write and speak, it is important to be clear in what you say. If others are 
clear, try to get them to be clear. Make sure that you understand what they are sa) 

Let us go back to the argument I was considering earlier.'~ke defen- ,e attorr 
conclusion ("hlv client is innocent of the charge of murder") and reason ("She 

.defending herscif against attackn) seemed clear t o  me in that situation. But in jl 

ing the inference from the reason to the conclusion, it was importan[ to know I 
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he memt by the word atrack. If he had meant the word broadly, so that verbal abuse 
l counted 3s an atrack, then I believe chat the inference would not have been a good 
l one. That is, the reason, if uue, would not have been enough to establish the con- 

clus~on. Why should defending herself against verbal abuse justify rhe killing? 
I On the other hand, if by the word a ~ a c k  he meant attempted physicd Golence, 

hen  the inference from reason to conclusion seems to be more plausible. So it is 
important to be clear about what he meant by the word if we are to judge fairly the 

l inference from reason to conclusion, as well as to judge fairly the acceptability of the 
l reason. In short, it is important to be ciear about the meaning of terms m d  the way 

in which you and others are using them. 
I have just drawn a distinction berween physical and verbal violence in order to 

avoid possible confusion.-Earlier, I drew a disdncrion berween the process and prod- 
ucr senses of the word inference. Drawing distinctions that avoid confusion is an 
important fearure of the C in FRISCO. 

A good dariry slogan is "Say what you mean, mean what YOU say, and try to get 
others to do so as well." Four good quesdons to use in implemenkg this slogan are 
these: "What do you mean?," "Wd thac confuse people who use the word(s) in a dif- 

I ferent way?," "Can you give me an example?," and "Can you give me a case that 
1 comes dose, but is not an example?" More such questions are considered in Chapter 

14. I urge you to be always ready to use these questions. YOU will find me asking and 
answering questions like these throughout the book. you remember a case that 
I have already offered that comes close, but is not an example? 

The sixth element in critical Ehinking, overview, calls for you to check what you have 
discovered, decided, considered, learned, and inferred. Put it all together and see 
whether it all still makes sense. This should be done not only at the end, but contin- 
uously as you go along. Monitor your own thinking. Even though you have made a 
judgment about the inference at the inference phase, you do it again here as part of 
checking everything. 

The First Five Elements: FRlSC 

As I review the defense attorney's argument in the Overview phase, I check each of 
the other five elements, the Focus, the Reason (and in  acceptability), the Inference 
(and its acceptability), the Situation, and the Clarity of meaning of the terms and the 
attorney's use of them. But nore some ways in which these elements are interdepen- 
dent in my discussion of the defense anorney's argument: The snength of the infer- 
ence depended on whar the defense attorney was talking about when he used the 
word attack (I depends on C). The real focus depended on the situation (that is, 
ascertaining the focus depended on what we knew to be the defense attorney's inter- 
est in that situation. F depends on S.) Whether the reason should-be belie~ed depends 
on what he meant bv attack (R depends on C). Determining the actual inference 
depends on the nature of the reason ( I  depends on R). I could go on, but you get 
the idea. The imporranr thing to see isthat it is necessary to review and pur all these 
interdependcnr things together by stepping back, to overview your thinking. 
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Critical Thinking Dispositions 

Another key feature of the overview is io make sure that you have been esemplif?ing 
the critical chinking dispositions mendoned in the Preface. In more detail, ideal crit- 
ical thinkers are disposed to do  the following: 

1. Care that their beliefs are m e  and that their decisions are justified; that 
is, care to "get i t  right" to the extent possible, or at least care to do  the 
best they can. This includes the interrelated dispositions to do the 
following: 

A. Seek alremadves (hyporheses, explanations, conciusions, plans, 
sources), -and be open to them. 

B. Endorse a position to the exrent that, but only to the extent that, it is 
justified by the information available. 

C.  Be well-informed. 
D. Seriously consider po inu  of view other than their own. 

2. Represent a posiuon honesrly (theirs as well as others'). This includes the 
dispositions to do  the following: 

A. Be dear about the intended meaning of what is said, wrinen, or oth- 
erwise communicated, seeking as much precision as the sirnation 
requires. 

B. Determine, and maintain focus on, the conclusion or question. 
C .  Seek and offer reasons. 
D. Take into account the total sirnation. -- 
E. Be reflectively aware of  cheir own basic beliefs. 

3. Care about the dignity and worth of every person. This includes the diq- 
positions to do the folloxving: 

A. Discover and listen to others' views and reasons. 
B. Take into account others' feelings and level of understanding, avoid- 

ing intimidating o r  confusing others with their.critical thinking 
prowess. 

C .  Be concerned about others' welfare.' , 

Actually, these disposidons are embedded in FRISCO, but it sometimes helps 
to make them more explicit. For example, the disposition to  try to be well-informed 

1. A few inrerprcrivc cornmcnrs: Scveral o f the  dispositions (1 G, 2 E, and 2 A) conrriburc ro being 
well-informrd (1 C) but irc separate dispositions in their own n@r. The cxprcsscd concern w;rh truc 
belief accepts thr view that our concepts and vocabulary are consuucrcd bp us, but also that (to ovcr- 
sirnplii). somewhar) thc rcladonships among thc rcfcrcnts of our concepts 2nd rcrms are not consuuctcd 
by us. \\'c can h ~ r ~ c  rruc or filsc bciicfs about rhcsc. The disposition (#3) to care about rhc disniry and 
worrh oi'evcry pcrson is not rcquircd of critical thinking by dcfinirion, bur in order rhar ir be humane. I 
call it a i.orrclativc disposidon, by which I mean that, dthough this disposition is not parr of rhc dcfini- 
[ion of sr;'ticnl tljinkin~, it is cfcsirablc for a11 critical rhinkcrs to havc ir, .ud thc lack ot'ir znakcs thc criti- 
cal thinking lcss valuable, or perhaps of no vduc i t  dl. 
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is needed for the evaluation of the reasons. The disposition to be open-minded and 
to seriously consider other poinrs of  view than one's own is needed for judging the 
inference. However, a few of the dispositions are explicit in FRISCO. The disposition 
to be clear about the meaning of the words is explicitly stated under the C. The dis- 
position to determine and maintain zhe focus is explicidy stated under the E In any 
case, make sure in the Overview that you are exemplifying these dispositions. 

Writing a Position Paper Using 
Critical Thinking 

As you work your way through this book, there is a danger that you will understand 
the separate parts without being able to put them together and apply them to your 
own Life. One way to help deal with rhis danger is for you to write a short position 
paper and revise it as you proceed duougb the book, making use of any new insights 
you acquire. Doing so will also give you an oppormnity to use what you-learn in an 
area thar matters to you. 

A position paper is an essay in which you state and defend a thesis by giving an 
argument. It is often called an arggenmtive essay. A thesis is an asserrion consisting 
of a subject and predicate. It is the conclusion (the F in FRISCO). Your defense of 
the thesis should consist of reasons &at are relevam to and support the conclusion. 
It should acknowledge, and respond to, opposing points of view and weaknesses in 
your argument. Furthermore, it should be sensitive to word meanings and should 
avoid verbal confusion and be well-organized. Lastly, it should evidence such critical 
thinking dispositions as sensitivity to the feelingsand thoughts of others (especially 
your audience). 

Organization 

Although there are many p~ssible ways to organize a position paper, the simplest and 
usually most effective way in pracncal situations is to state your thesis early in the 
paper, skerch out your plan for the rest of the paper, give your reasons (and often 
your reasons for your reasons, if appropriate), and summarize your position, provid- 
ing arestatement of your thesis and a summary of your reasons. In a paper of any 
length, it is .often helpful to the reader to provide headings (perhaps one for each 
major reason) and sometimes subheadings. Ordinarily, the reasons make up the 
longest part of the paper. 

This simple approach is conducive to darity and ensures that the major ele- 
menrs are there. Some people might feel that it is an imposition on their creativity 
and aesthetic sensibility to be forced into this mold. No doubt thar is true in some 
circumstances, but if you cannot follow this approach effectively, then you probably 
cannot be effective in other approaches, such as leaving it up to your reader to figure 
out what your conclusion is. 

Everyday practical simarions in which this approach is useh1 include a presen- 
r~tion to a committee, a lcctcr to theeditor, an attempt to get an organization to take 
a stand, and an answcr to an examination question that asks you to defend an 
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approach or point of view. A l t h o ~ g h  hers I am talking about w r i ~ e n  arguments, h s  
approach is also useful in such verbal sirsations as open meetings devoted to the dis- 
cussion of conuoversial proposals and motions. I havs seen SO many confusing and 
thereby ineffective attempts to defend a position I urge this simple basic 
approach for most practical situations. Just examine the letters to the editor of your 
local newspaper ~ I J  find examples of c o n h i o n  that could have been avoided. Making 
this routine habirual is especially useful in situations when you are under pressure 
because it frees your mind to think abour the issues and what ochers are saving. 

Good organization for mosr people does not come automacicslly. Generallv, I 
first write down as fist as I can the i d e x  I want to ger across-in anv order. Then I 
exmine them to see wnar panerns among them might be found or consuucted. 
Next, I develop a few major categories that together go somewhere and can be 
sequenced namnlly. Then I try ro fit the assorted ideas inro one of the major cate- 
gories and write down the result in the form of an outline. There is much uial and 
error abour this. I try something, see how it goes, revise it, and try again. The result 
never is perfen, but some organization plans flow more smoochly and make more 
sense than ohers. Ultimately, you must select one and use it, subject to modification. 

Revision 

Very few people mire a good position paper on the first draft. Expect to revise and 
revise and revise your work if it is to be good. I often revise papers twenry dmes or 
more before they are published. You are reading at leasr the twentieth revision ofrhis 
chapter. 

When you revise, ask yourself the following question about ezch sentence: Is 
dus sentence relevant to my thesis? If h e  answer is negative, discard the sentence. 
Relevance is a broad criterion, however. A senrence can be relevant if i c  states a rea- 
son, defends a reason, states or responds to an opposing position, clarifies meaning, 
or offers background informarion to make the situation (S) clear. 

Apply FRISCO to each draft. I t  is also a good idea to ger opinions from your 
friends or associates. Ask one or more of  them to apply FRISCO to your work. 

Citations 

If you have cited sources, be sure that you know why you have done so and that your 
purpose is leginmate. Some legitimate purposes include giving credit for an idea you 
have expressed, proving that a person really said what you claim the person said (oken 
needed when you are challengng what someone has said), and appealing to a le@timare 
authority t o  establish one of your reasons or subreasons. A danger is to  act as if you 
are citing someone as an aurhoriry who does not meet the crireria for credibility (dis- 
cussed in Chapter 3). iMore specifically, it is dangerous to cite somconz as an author- 
ityfor a prop- when other peopte equally qualified hold the opposite position. 

Audience - . . 

When you write a position paper-and, in general, when vou express yourselt"kcep 
your intended audience in mind. Focusing on your intended audience should help 
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you decide what information you can assume in your paper and need not state, what 
terms need definition, and whether you need to provide citations. For example, a let- 
ter to an editor, or virrually anydung to go in a local newspaper, does not need cita- 
tions. On the other hand, a position paper for your local board of education or citv 
council needs citations. Write for your audience. 

1 Checklist 

Here is a nineteen-item checkiist to use to ensure that the principal considerations in 
a position paper are satisfied. An affirmarive answer to each question is desirable. You 
mipht want to adjust the checkiisr to your own situation. 

1. Is there a thesis? 
2. Is the thesis dear enough for the situation? 
3. Is the thesis stated at the be+g of the paper (usually desirable)? 
4. Is there a title? 
5. Does the paper adequately address the intended audience with respect to 

level of sophistication, assumed background knowledge, use of citations, 
definition of terms, etc.? (Also, have you made clear who is the intended 
audience and what is the intended medium of communication so that 
your commentator will have a basis for helpful commenrs?) .- . . 

6 .  Is the paper sensitive to poliricical and social contexts? 
7. Are the reasons idendable? 
8. Are the reasons acceptable? 
9. Do the reasons supporr. the rhesis to the degree claimed.: 

10. Are opposing poinrs of view adequately represented? 
11. Is every sentence relevant to the thesis? 
12. Are terms defined where necessary? 
13. Is the writing dear? 
14. Is the paper well-organized? 
15. Do transidons flow smoothly (sentence to sentence, paragraph to para- 

graph, section to section)? 
16. Is the paper sufficiently concrete? 
17. Are there heading (unless the paper is very short) and subheadings (for a 

long paper)? 
18. On the whole, are the critical thinking dispositions (such as being open- 

minded, seeing things from others' points of view, and being aware of 
one's own basic assumptiom) exemplified? 

19. Is the summary adequate? 

iResponsibility for the Wise Exercise of 
Your Knowledge 

- . . 

When you are through with this book, you \*ill have some powerful tools that are not 
only useful, but dso dangerous. You will learn about some methods of discussion and 
persuasion that vou could usc to make mischief. You w i l l  learn some new words that 



can be used to intimidate people. 'OU wili learn to see better what is right and wrong 
with an arpument, and will have more power that results from your understanding. 
You will have learned about some techniques that are ofcen effective in deceiving peo- 
ple. You will then have a responsibility to use your knowledge wisely. 

There is another danger: A l i d e  knowledge, because it  can induce unjustified 
confidence, is sometimes worse than no knowledge. While you are learning the tech- 
niques, distinctions, and vocabulary of critical thinking, you should practice. But the 
danger is that you will flaunt your partial knowledge with more confidence than you 
should have. Remember these three things: 

There is always more to  a simadon than you know. 

The principles of critical thinking have excepdons and require good judgment 
in their application. 

Information, knowledge, and understanding of the topic or field of study are 
crucial. 

Chapter Summary 

In this book, the primary concern is how to decide what to believe or do. A relatei 
concern is reasonable intermion with other people in situations calling for suci 
decisions. 

Initially, we will be concerned with the judging of arguments (in the logicr 
sense of the word apgttment). A n  ar,ment in this logical sense is an  attempt to sup 
port a conclusion with one or more reasons. A conclusion is not the ending of some 
thing; rarher, it is a proposition that someone is trying to prove or establish. The basi 
idea in judging argumenri is h a t  both the reasons and the inference (the reasonin; 
must be acceptable. Tnis basic idea is expanded into FRISCO. 

The sin basic elements in the FRISCO process of judging arguments are Foca 
Reasons, Inference, Situation, Clarity, and Overview. This list of interdependent ek 
ments is not a sequence of steps; rather, it is a checklist to use to ensure that you ha\ 
done the major things. The word FRISCO is a device to help you remember them 

Because realistic practice is helpful, you are urged to develop, and revise-an 
revise-a position paper as you read this book. Apply FRISCO to each revision. As yc 

- 

wend your way through the book, you will learn things to improve your position pap( 
Chapter 2 deals with argument analysis. In  it, you will concentrate on the ide 

tification aspects of the first threr elements of FRISCO. You will consider how 
identify conclusions and reasons and will learn to  clarify how the parts of an argume 
relate to  each other to  make an inference. Later chapters will look at the judgmer 
you need to make in developing and appraising positions and arsments .  

Check-Up 1B 

True  or False? 
If idse, chance - it to make it true. Try to do  so in a way that sho\vs that y 
understand. 
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1:14 One often needs to deviate from the given order of the six elements of 
critical thinking. 

1:15 When examining an argument, it is generally a good idea to try to 
identify the conclusion right away. 

1:16 Suppose that one has daerrnined the writer's conclusion. Then, in 
judging the argument, one does not need to ask wherher there are 
alternative possible condusions that are better supported. 

1:17 Asking whether the reasons are themselves believable is generally con- 
fusing and a waste of b e .  

1:18 The main point of the overview element of critical chinking is to make 
sure char you can ten others how you have reached your decision. 

1:19 The ideas in this book, if properly understood, can be used only for 
good purposes. 

1:20 If an argumenr is bad, the conclusion must be wrong. 
121  deciding whether to believe a conclusion, the primary issue is 

wherher the reasons arc acceptable. - 
1:22 A reason in one ar,pment can be the conclusion in another. 

Medium-Length Answer 
1:23 Here is an argument: 

You should not bother to  do your homeworkin rhis course because crir- 
ical rhinking is difficult to learn. 

Imagine that a &end of yours has just offered this argument. Aiso 
imagine and specify more derails in the situation--enough for it to be 
realistic to you. Then apply the six basic elements of critical thinking 
to this argument. Briefly repon your results for each element in some 
convenient order, perhaps this one (note that I have not put them in 
the oripinal FNSCO order; you choose the order you prefer): 

1. Identify the Focus. 
2. Describe the Siruation. 
3. Discuss and judge Clarity of the meaning of rhe 

terms. 
4. Identify the Reasons and make and justify your judg- 

ments about whether they are acceptable (nor about 
whether they are sufficient to establish the concfusion- 
that goes under Inference). 

5. Identify the Inference step, and make and justify your 
judgment about it. 

6. Give an Overview in which you review your decisions 
about whether to accept the conclusion. Check for your 
;se of your critical thinking dispositions throughout. 
Come ro a final decision. 

1:24 Suppose that the defense attorney had been using the word attack to 
mean the giving of either verbal or physical abuse, and that he had 
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shown that the victim was calling the defendant nasty names. How 
would that affect your judgment as a juror about whether che reason 
was sufficient to establish h e  innocence? Why? 

1 2 5  Find a real (but very short) argument that YOU have heard someone 
offer or that you have read somewhere (perhaps in a newspaper, a 
book, or a magazine-perhaps an editorial, a letter to the editor, or a 
"Dear Abby" argument). W t e  it down or photocopy ic. Apply the six 
basic elements of critical thinking to this argument. Briefly report your 
results in writing. If the argument you consider is only part of the 
total argument, then indicare that p m  and label it. Remember  at an 

argument is an attempt to establish or justify a conclusion. Before you 
start working on  your seieciion, ask yourself, "Is someone crying to  
establish or justifi a conclusion here?" If not, look further. 

1:26 Develop 3 plan for a position paper. Suggest a tentative thesis and a 
rough idea of your argument in the form of an oudine. 

Suggested Answers for Chapter 1 

Reminder: If used wisely, a set of suggexed answers can be of great help to you in 
your study and practice. Wise use calls for you to do  the items, problems, and ques- 
tions first, and then look up the suggested answers. Do not peek at an answer before 
making a reasonable effort. If a suggested answer does not agree with yours, then try 
to figure out why. Perhaps yours is wrong, but perhaps yours is just different, but 
quire good. Irl any case, uy to make sure that you understand why the suggested 
answer is what it is. Ask your instructor for help, if necessary. 

For the True-False items, I shall first: list the True-False answers and then sug- 
gest acceptable revisions of the False items. Remenbcr that there are other accept- 
able revisions, and sometimes other acceptable answers, depending on how you inter- 
pret rhe question and the situation. . . 

Check-Up L4 
1:l F 1:2 T 1:3 T 1:4 F 1:s T 
1:l As defined here, an argument is an attempt to prove or establish a 

conclusion, and consists of a conclusion and one or more reasons 
offered in support of the conclusion. (Just the first part of this defini- 
tion would have been enough, but I chose here to give more.) 

1:4 The details of the situation are always important in making decisions. 
1:6 A 1:7 A 1:8 N 1:9 N 1 : l O  A 1:11 N 
1:12 A 1:13 N 

Check-up 1B 
1:14 T 1:15 T 1:16 F 1:17 F 1:18 F 1:19 F 
1:20 F 1:21 F 1:22 T 
1:16 It is generally a good idea to  ask whether there aie alternative possible 

conclusions that are as well, or better, supported. 
1:17 To ask whether che reasons are rhemselves believable is often a good 

idea. 
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able revisions, and sometimes other acceptable answers, depending on how you inter- 
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1 : l  As defined here, an argument is an anempt to prove or establish a 

conclusion, and consists of a conclusion and one or more reasons 
offered in support of the conclusion. (Just the first part of this defini- 
tion would have been enough, but I chose here to give more.) 
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1:18 The main points of the overview are to check to catch any errors made 
previously, to see how everything fits together, and to make sure that 
you have evidenced the critical thinking dispositions. 

1:19 The ideas in this course can be misused. 
1:20 Showing that an argument is bad does not by itself show that the con- 

clusion is wrong. 
1:21 In deciding wherher to believe a conclusion, the primary issues are 

whether the reasons are acceptable and whether they give sufficient 
support for the conclusion. 

1:23 This is up to you. I hope you were brief. 
1:24 That would be reason to judge the suppom insufficient, because call- 

ing somebody nasv names is not sufficient reason for killing. 
1:25 This is up to you. I hope you had an easy time finding a short, inter- 

esting argument. 
1:26 This is up to you. Please continue to develop this as you proceed 

through this book. 
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Experimentation, 
Diagnosis, and 
Troubleshooting 

We all do experiments, sometimes good ones, sometimes bad ones, and sometimes in 
between. The results of an experiment are often offered as reasons in support of a 
condusion. This chapter is concerned with experimenting and deciding whether 
experimental results provide enough support for a conclusion. It is also concerned 
with diagnosis of a problem situation, sometimes called troubleshooting, sometimes 
diagnosing, both ofwhich have similarities to experimenting but are focused on whar 
is wrong in some situation. Experimenting, on the other hand, is focused on gener- 
alizing, even though the result of an experiment is sometimes very specific. 

iMore precisely, experimenting is the deliberate changing of something in a sit 
uation in order to see what happens. We do this in order to get ideas for a conclu 
sion or to  test a proposed conclusion, called a hypothesis. The testing and judgng 01 
a hypothesis can be done by ways other than experimenting. But for now, our focus 
will be on experimenting. 

In terms of the FRISCO approach, we shall be examining whether reasons (R 
supporK (0 the conclusion (13, when infemng (I) from experimental results ancl 
information (R) that is methodicaily gathered. We will also be concerned with writ 
ing, particularly of reports of the type of investigations discussed here. 

Control Group Experimentation 

A hend  has a patch of grass. For many years, a number of dandelions have bee; 
growing in this patch. Last year the friend decided to try a chemical on the patch il 
the hope that it would kill the dandelions, but not the grass. At the time of writing 
the end. of April, there are no dandelions in the patch, although there were many a. 
this time last year. "She tried it and it worked!" .. 

She had varied one thing, and only one thing. But with the passage of timi 
other things occurred as well. Therr was a fierce winter, for one thing; there has bed 
talk of acid rain; and there is 3 variety of buy around that was not noticed before. Cai 



my fiend conclude that the chemical killed the dandelions.' She has insufficient evi- 
dence to ruie out other possible explanations of the disappearance of the dandelions. 
The report "I tried i t  and it workedn must often be regsrded wi& suspicion. 

Because the mistake I have jusc described is so common, it has a special name, 
the post hoc fallacy. To commit this Edlacy is to conclude that one thing caused 
another just because the second occurred after the first. I mendon this name ro you, 
not in the hope that you will use ir, but so that when others use it, you will nor be 
c o h s e d  or intimidated. Such Latin words are often confusing and intimidating to 
others. Of course, you should fed kee to use it if the people you are talking to know 
what it means. Then its use is a quick way to state an important ides. 

Here is one way to have improved the experiment and avoided the parr i~oc M- 
lacy: Observe another Tea of grass and dandelions, similar to the firsr, that did not 
receive the chemical rreatment. Then compare the two areas. If there were no dan- 
delions in the second area, then we rniphr: well suspect that somerhing other than the 
chemical had eliminated the dandelions in the first area. On the other hand, if there 
were dandelions in the second, bur: not the first, then we have fair support for the 
conclusion that the chemical somehow eliminated the dandelions. This suppon is 
strengthened by the other conditions' having been the same. 

One simple kind of experiment (which I have just illustrated) is one in which 
the experimenter sets up two sirnilaf goups, inuoduces a special condition called the 
experimental condition in one group, but nia to keep the [WO groups oehenvise the 
same. The group that undergoes the experimemal condition is called the c~perimelz- 
talgroup. The other group, called the con~olgro%p, experiences standard conditions. 
The purpose is to see the difference, if any, in the results of the experimenral and stan- 
dard condirions. If there is only this one difference in conditions, a difference in the 
results is explained by the experimental condidon, so the thinking goes. If orher fac- 
tors were also allowed to vary, then their variations might also explain the results. The 
point of a control-group experimenr is to rule out possible competing hypotheses. 
You can see this in greater ?letail in nvo examples I shall describe. One is a classic 
control-group experiment about the origin of maggots and the other is an experi- 
ment that is like one I have conducted. 

Redi's Experiment with Meat 

In the seventeenth century, it was widely believed that the "worms" one finds in 
decaying organic matter were sponraneously generated there. Spontaneous genera- 
tion is the development of some form of life by itself withour: bring pxented. 
Francesco Redi (1626-1697), after making a variety of observations, developed the 
hypothesis that the "wormsn developed 6om eggs that were laid by flies. In readinp 
his repon and in deciding whether to  accept this evidence, be aware of the irnpor- 
tance of Redi's credibility and of his having satisfied observation criteria: 

Belief would be vain without the confirmation of experiment, hence in the mid 
dle of J&, I put a snake, some fish, some eels of the hno ,  and a slice of milk- 
fed veal in four largc, wide-mouthed flasks; having closed and scalcd thcrn, I 
then fiiled the same number of flasks in the same way, only leaving rhesi open. 
It was not long bcfore the meat and the fish, in these second vcsscls, bccamc 
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wormy m d  flies were seen entering and leaving at will; but in the closed flasks, I 
did not see a worm, though many days had passed since u\e dead flesh had been 
put in them. 

The unsealed flasks were Redi's control group. He  introduced a special factor, 
the sealing of the flasks, to create an experimental group. But if he had nor provided 
the set of unsealed flasks (the control group), then he would not have known to what 
to atuibute his results. For example, the temperature or the flask material might have 
prevented the development of the maggots, and might have been offered a alreina- 
ave explanations of the failure of the maggots to develop. The position of the moon 
might have prevented the development, for all he knew, or something else might have 
done so. But the second group of flasks, the open ones, had the same temperature 
conditions, the same flask material, the same relationship to the moon, and so on. He 
assumed that if the temperature, the flask materid, the position of the moon, or some 
other factor had   re vented the growth of the rnaggots in the first set, then it should 
have done the .same thing in the second set. But it did not. Using denial-of-the- 
consequent reasoning (do you see how?), he was in a position to reject the hypothe- 
ses that the temperature and the material of the experimental group flasks caused the 
lack of growrh of maggots. Similarly, he was in a position to reject the hypothesis that 
the position of the moon caused the lack of g r o d  of maggots. The presence of the 
control group enabled him to  reject many possible explanations of the lack of growth 
of maggots in the sealed flasks. The use of a control group, thus, is a powerful way 
to eliminate alternative hypotheses. 

The results for the connol group made the experimental hypothesis more cred- 
ible. The e-uperimental hypothesis is that thesealing of the flasks prevented maggots 
from developing in the meat. This hypothesis was made credible by the elimination 
of alternative hypotheses. It was the control group results that jusnfied the elimina- ! 

non of these alternatives. 
Note that there are other possi5le explanations that a creative person can imag- 

ine. For example, another possible explanation is that the material used in covering 
the flasks was poisonous to maggots. Another is that the material frightened the lit- . . 

tle maggots, so that they did not develop. There are always other possible e;plana- 
tions resulting from the introduction of the experiments! factor. One strategy in' 
experimentation is to design the experiment S O  that the plausible ones can be elimi- 
nated on the basis of the results, or to design other experiments to test these other 
possible explanations. For example, Redi might have designed an experiment to test 
the compatibility of the covering with the maggots, perhaps by leaving a hole in the 
covering for one group of flasks to see whether the covering is poisonous or fright- 
ens little maggots. But there would still be other possibilities, perhaps even less plau- 
sible than the ones I suggested. Can you think of any? 

A ' Critical Thinking Experiment 1 
My other example bears on a general hypothesis of mine. It is that taking a course in 
critical thinking, using this book, tends to improve the critical thinking abilitv of SW 

dents. I have designed an experiment to test this hypothesis. It goes as follows. I pick 
an experimental group and a comparable control group and give the students in each 
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group a critical thinking pretest such as the Cornell Critical Thinking Test, L~elZ .1  
Then I teach this course to the experimental group and make sure that the control 
group is not exposed to this course or  any like it. Let US suppose that the other expe- 
riences of the two groups (for example, their other courses) are essentiallv the same. 
Then, at the end of the course, I @e the test over again. Suppose that-die experi- 
mental group's average improvement turns out to be significantly more than the 
average improvement of the conuol group. I might bvell conclude rhat the ~ r i t i ~ a l  
thinking course brought about rhe greater experimental-group improvement in crit- 
ical thinking ability revealed by the testing. Note that this is a specific conclusion 
about this one experiment. It is loosely implied by the general hypothesis mentioned 
at the beginning of this but is different. 

My reasoning in drawing the specific condusion would be as follows: The greater 
experimental-group improvement is best explained by the fact that the c o m e  was given 
to the experimental group and not to the control group. What other explanation 
could there be, since a l l  other things were essentially the same for the nvo groups? 

Actually there would be other possible explanations, some arising from the 
conditions that could have accompanied the introduction of the experimental condi- 
tion. One might be that there were thought-provoking posters in the room where 
the insmction occurred and rhat these were responsible. Another might be that my 
dour personality was the cause. Another migh~he-that~because the experimental 
group was picked out for speaal treaunent, its members were motivated to become 
better critical thinkers or to try harder on the posttest. A fourth could arise from the 
grading situation: If the members of.the experimental group get a score on the test 
that counrs in the come  grade, but the members of the control group get no grade 
for critical thinking abiliv, then the difference in g a d e  motivation might account for 
the difference. Yet it would not seem fair to give the control group members a grade 
on something they had not studied; and it would probably be a mistake in a grade- 
oriented system, as ours ofter. is, to fail to use the critical thinking test final score in 
calculating a grade for the experimental group students. Each of these four problems 
might be avoided by a careful design and implementation of the experiment, but I 
cannot take steps to defeat all possible alternative hypotheses. The best I can do in 
one experiment is to a y  to design it so that the plausible alternative hypotheses that 
occur to me could be shown to be fdse, and to watch the progress of the experiment 
very closely to see whether other plausible alternative explanations appear. 

The imagined results also support rhe general hypothesis that taking a course in 
critical thinking, using this book, tends to improve critical thinking abilitv of stu- 
dents. The original conclusion was not a generalization. It was only about'the one 
particular situation. The generalization would be supported because i t  would be a 
broader explanation of the results of the experiment. However, the generalization 
would not be established by the one experiment becaux (among other reasons) the 
representativeness of the student population has not been established. It might be 
that such a course is effective in this decade for a certain kind of student from a cer- 
tain part of the world, but not otherwise effective. From this one experiment, I 

1. Ennis. Robcrr H.. and blillrnan, Jason, Curnclf Critical n ~ i n k i 7 ~  X.st, Lmri Z (Pacific Grovc. Cr\: 
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should not generalize unless h e  situation and people involved are representative of i the population covered by the generplization. I shall say more about generalizing , 
later, but at least want to point out that the generalization might well receive some ! 
support from the resulrs I imagined. The amount of support can vary with the spe- : 
cific situarion and details. 

Summary and Comment 
In the maggot example and the criticd thinking example, I have indicated the value 
of a control g o u p  when checking a hypothesis about a causal relationship. There are 
many complicated variations of control-group experimentation, but all are governed 
by the goal of avoiding possible alternative explanations of the result. As with a l l  
experiment-based conclusions, the derails in these two cases are very important and 
more complex than I have been able to represent. I have only tried to convey the fla- 
vor of the thinking. 

Because i t  is difficult to obtain repr&ntative samples of students, I emphasized 
the d i s ~ c t i o n  between a specific hypothesis that applies only to the experiment in 
question and a general hypothesis. I did not emphasize this distinction in the Redi 
experiment because I wanted to minimize the complexity of the first experiment I 
considered, and because I was willing to assume that Redi's samples of o r ,bc  mat- 
ter were fairly representitive of m a z p  havens. 

Check-Up 8A 

True o r  False? 
If false, change it to make it uue. Try to do so in a way that shows that you 
understand. .. 

8:l In an experiment the control group is the group that is controlled. 
8:2 The purpose of a control group is to eliminate other possible explana- 

tions of the result. 
8:3 Although it is possible to reduce the list of other possible explanations 

it is never possible with a control group to eliminate all other possible 
explanations. 

8:4 One should not generalize experimental results to a broader popula- 
tion if the members of the expaimental and conuol groups are not 
representative of the broader populadon. 

Medium Answer 
8:s A student was inrerested in what brings about ge'rmination of seeds. 

H e  was considering the hypothesis that it is contact with soil that 
causes germination. He took four pole-bean seeds randomly from a 
recently purchased package and placed them in an empty open jar. AI 
the same time, he took another four randomly selected bean seeds 
from the same packxge and placed them in some freshly dug soil in 2 

similar open j;r. He put both jars in the window sill on the first day c 
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spring. He  observed them every day and took out the results for close 
observation seven days later. four seeds in the jar containing soil 
had ~erminared. None of the seeds in the empry jar had germinated. 
From his, he concluded that the soil was the cause of the germination 
of the seeds. 

a. Assuming thar the experimental condition was contact with soil, 
what was the control group? 

b. Was rhis a good experiment? Why? ~ ~ 

8:6 Another smdent ser about testing the hypothesis that it is rnoisme 
that causes germination of seeds. For her experimental group, she 
placed four randomly selected seeds (from the same package as in 8 5 )  
in an open small-mouth jar containing wet soil. For her control group, 
she used four randomly selected seeds from the same package and 
placed them in a similar jar containing dry soil. The two samples of 
soil were 6om the same source. The original soil was put in a large jar, 
was rhoroughly mixed, and then was divided in half. One half (with 
enough rap water added to make it feel wet, but not muddy) was used 

.for the experimend seeds. The other half was-heated to make it thor- 
oughly dry and crumbly, allowed to cool to room temperame, and 
rhen used for the control seeds. The rest of the method was the same 
as in 8:s. At the end of che seventh day, she noticed that the four 
seeds from the wet-soil group had sprouts ranging in length from one 
to two inches, and thar the seeds horn the dry-soil group had not 
sprouted at all. She concluded that the moisture caused h e  experi- 
mental seeds to germinate. 

a. Stare an alternative hypothesis not ruled out in this experiment. 
b. Was this a good experiment? Why? 
c .  Design and describe an experiment to test the hypothesis you sug- 

gested in a. 

8:7 A new method of examining teeth, called Ultralight, was suspected of 
causing cancer. A group of twenty white rats was randomly split in half 
into ex~erimental and control groups. Each member of the experimen- 
tal group was given one Ultralight treaunent of three hundredths of 
the strength of that used for a standard human tooth examination. 
The members of the experimental and control groups were assigned 
each to separatc alternate cages and gven the same food, water, and 
living conditions for a period of three months. Then each rat was 
examined. All of the treated rats had cancer. None of the control 
group had cancer. Assume for the present purposes that rats and 
humans are identical in cancer receptivity. It was concluded that 
Ultralight treatments cause cancer in the rats. 

a. Can you think of a n  advantage of randomly assigning rats to 
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experimental and control s o u p  (as opposed to assigning the first 
ten you cacch to che experimental group and the ohe r  ten to the 
conrrol group)? Srace the advantage. 

b. Srate an alternative possible explanation that is not ruled out by 
the control group results. 

c. State the advanrage of using nventy rats instead of nvo (one as 
experimental, one as control). 

d. State an advantage, in terms of this experiment, of using a control 
gcoup (as opposed ro having all twenty rats as an experimental 

proup). 
e. Is this a good experiment? Why? 

8:s A social studies teacher at Renfrew High was also the volleyball coach, 
and was very concerned about lack of community interest in the vol- 
leyball team. Applying an idea from sociology, she wondered whether 
familiariv with the story of the team and its accomplishments would 
increase interest. So she med an experiment. 
h one of her avics classes, she passed out a well-written story 

about how the team was starred and how tryouts were conducted. 
Afier each game, she wrote an account of the game, passed it out in 
class, and asked her students to take it home to their parents. 

In her orher civics class, there was no mention made of the volley- 
ball team, and no written material about the team was disnibuted. 

The last game of the season was at night. On the next day, she 
asked the studenci in each class how many of their parents went to the 
game. In the class that received information about the team, twenty 
out of twenty-five raised their hands. In the other class, four out of 
twentv-eight raised their hands. She concluded that familiarity with the 
team had resulzed in increased Farental interest in the volleyball team. 

a. Can you think of any other possible explanation of the result! If 
SO, state one. 

b. Was this a good experiment? Why? 
c. Could the experiment have been improved? If so, state nvo ways 

of improving it. 

Longer Answer 
8:9 It is widely believed in some areas that planting root crops by the dark 

of the moon makes it much more likely that the crop will be a good 
crop. The dark-of-the-moon period of the month is that of the new 
moon (the opposite of a full moon). 

A resident of East Central Illinois devised an experiment to test 
this hypothesis. He planted a row of seed potacoes on the tenth of 
April (which was the darkof the moon that year) and an equal amount 
in an adjoining row two weeks later in the h11 moon period. For cach 
planting, he used white seed potktoes bought from the local seed 



store, planted in accord with the recommendations of the store man- 
ager. All the seed poratoes were bought at rhe same time and came 
from the same bag. They were bought just before the first planting, 
were randomly assigned to the nvo groups; h e  ones not immediatel\~ 
planted were stored in a cool, dark root cellar until time for planting. 

Each row was ten feet long. They were two feet apart and were 
two feet from adjoining plants, which were also potatoes. No fertilizer 
was used in this rich Illinois soil, which had been planted in grass for 
the previous ten years. 

All potatoes were dug on September 30, by which time 3 U  h e  vines 
had stopped growing and had died (a normal occurrence). The pota- 
toes from each row were weighed. The t o d  weight from the dark-of- 
the-moon row was 17.5 pounds; from the full moon row, 16.8 pounds. 

a. Can you think of any plausibie explanations of the result other 
than the widely hcld belief? If so, state one. 

b. Was this a good experiment? Why? 
c. What, if anyEhing, would you condude from this experiment? Why? 
d. How would you redesign this experiment? Explain why you make 

the changes you make. 

8:r0 Design an experimenr h a r  uses a conuol group to test a hypothesis 
that interesu you. Describe your experiment and tell why you plan it 
the way you do. 

Systematic Control of the Variables 
in an Experiment-Without Using a 
Separate Control Croup 

In some experiments, it does not seem reasonable toset up a separate control group, 
but we sdll want to be able to limit the possible alternative explanations of the results. 
S ~ ~ ~ o s e ,  for example, that we are trying to find our what influences the period of a 
pendulum, as found in a playgionnd swing, or a grandfather clock. (The period is the 
time ir takes for one swing back and forth). A separate control group does not seem 
necessary here. That is, it seems unnecessary to set up two groups of pendulums that 
are comparable'to each other and to make a change in some factor in one goup,  leav- 
ing the other group as is, and warch them both at the same time. Ic seems that we 
need only a representative group of pendulums. A basis for comparison can be the 
pendulums before we make the change. We might even do our work with only one 
pendulum and then see whether we get the same results with orher pendulums and 
in other situations. But we would vary only one thing at a time to locate the factor 
or factors that influence the period. 

One fruitful beginning seems to be to make some intelligent guesses about 
what might influence the period, and experiment by varying them one at a time. First, 
we might change the amount of weight and see whether that affects the period, hold- 
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ing everything else constant. Then we might change the length (from the pivot point 
to the weight) and see whether that affects the period, again holding evervc!!ng else 
(including the weight) constant. If we vary two factors at the same rime, then we 
would not know which was responsible for the result, if any. That is, we would have 
two alternative ~ossible explanations of a change in the period. For example, if we 
doubled the weight and doubled the len& of the pendulum, and discovered that thc 
period increased, we would have three alternative possible explanations of the result 
the change in weight, the change in len,gh, and perhaps a combination of the two 
Furthermore, if each really did have an effect, and if the effccrs were in oppos~ri 
directions, then we might get no observed change because each chan, -e we inuo 
duced canceled the other. Then we might be tempted to conclude mistakenly tha! 
neither type of change has an effect. 

But if we vary just the weight, and here  is no change in the period, then we c4 
probably rule out weight as a factor that has independent influence. The hypothe3 
that weight influences the period would be inconsistent with the facts. Then, if U, 
vary the length but hold everything else constant, and find that the period is signifi 
candy different, we could probably conclude that length is a factor. This hypothen 
would seem to be the only explananon of the change in period that we find. Thn 
varying only one thing at a timecm be a usefit1 way to tes~hypotheses experiment& 

Dependent and Independent Variables 
We use the word variabk to refer to the things that change or might change in an expe 
iment. In the investigation of hctors that affect the period of a pendulum, the length 
the pendulum is a variable. So is the weight. The period of the pendulum is also a vr 
able. The period is called a dependent variable because, according to the hypotha 
its variation, if any, would depend on  the variation of the others, which are called inr 
pendenr variables. They are called independent because variation in them is presum 
not to  be dependent on the variation of the other variables. For example, variation 
the length is presumed for the sake of the investigation not to be dependent on c 
period. Independent variables, then, are those that are manipulated to see whe& 
they affect a dependent variable. In  the pendulum experiment, as I described it, I 

length and the weight are independent variables; the period is a dependent variab 
Beware: There are technical uses of these terms that supposedly do not iml 

the causal relationships that I have just assumed. They occur in fieIds where sot 
people are reluctant to  assume or conclude that there are causal relationships. 
these fields, the independent variable is that which is somehow prior. I find such U 

misleading where I have encountered them, and do not recommend them to you 

Difficulty in Controlling the h "nl 
Possible lndependen t Variables 

In the pendulum experiment, it is fairly easy to vary the length while holding 
weight constant, and to vary the weight while holding the length constant. Bw 
independent variable, time, is not held ,constant. (The observations before and a 
the variation occur at differen: times.) Neither are all the things that varv with 
time, such as weather conditions, phases of the moon, position of the sun, intc 
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rates, the price of gasoline, the mood of the experimenter, and the number of bicy- 
cles in the bicycle rack. For the pendulum experiment, I would be willing to assume 
that these thrngs do not matter. But for other experiments in which one tries to vary 
one thing at a time, things that change with time can maner. For example, in the dan- 
delion experiment I described at the be3nning of this chapter, the other things that 
occurred during the passage of time from one year to the next could have explained 
the absence of dandelions in my fiend's patch of grass. 

Consider next an example that falls somewhere in benveen the pendulum 
experiment and the original dandelion experiment, given our concern with the suat- 
egy of varying one thing at a time. 

LMY associates and I did a crincal thinking teaching experiment with only one 
group. We gave a critical thmking pretest to a C ~ S S  and waired for one semester. Then 
we gave the class the same test again, and then instructed the class in critical chinking 
for one semester, afteiwhich we gave the test a third time. We tried to vary only one 
h g :  critical thinking insuuction. The independent variable was critical thinking 
insuuction. The dependent variable was cridcal thinking ability, as indicated by the 
test. We compared their improvement in the first semester with that in the second 
semester. Although we tried to vary only the independent variable (the instruction), 
other variables in the students' lives besides critical thinking instruaion must have 
changed during the experiment. The students were out in the world and had many 
varied experiences. They became~older and- wiser, and might have p k e d  through a 
phase of rapid n a t d  growth in wisdom during the critical thinking semester. They 
took other courses during that semester, in some of which they were learning things 
that might well have improved their thinking ability. National and international events 
occurred during the critical thinking semester. These might have provoked them to 
think more critically and practice their skills, and thus might have explained the results. 

These are all-exterior possibilines that were not introduced by us in the experi- 
ment. There were some that we inuoduced as well. For example, by giving the test 
two dmes and by telling them they would receive critical thinking insnudon, we 
might then have ~rovoked the students to improve their thinking on their own. Or 
the tests might have so familiarized them with critical-thinking questions that they 
developed skills on their own, without the course. These all provide other possible 
explanations of the results. 

The test score difference from the second to third administration was signifi- 
candy greater than the difference kern the first to the second. Could we conclude 
from on& sohat Ihave told you thzt rhe critical thinking course improved the students' 
critical thinking ability? I think not. Not only are there some possible alternative 
explanations introduced by what we did, but a number of things could have occurred 
as time passed that could explain the results, as I have indicated. 

Importance .of Knowledge 
in the Area of Investigation 

From tnese three examples, we can see that the idea of isolating and varying the inde- 
pendent variables one at a time (for a single group or thing) can be a good one, but 
there are limitations. One must be familiar with the area of investigation to decide 
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this. We had to h o w  abour: ~vei@w, len@s, and pendulums LO decide on a good 
srrace,q. for pendulums. Our knowledge of plants and things that influence them 
enabled us to realize that, even though the use of the chemical was followed by thr 
nonappearance of dandelions at the regular time, this fact does not csrablish the effcc. 
tiveness of the chemical. Instead, ic provided a S h  amount of support: The hypob. 
csis &at the chemical is effective could ex@& the results in my pacch, but so couic 
many alternative hyporheses. 

It is important to have generd alkdedge about the sort of sirnation bein1 
investigared, bm knowledge of rhc parddar experirnentd sirnation was also ver 
imponant to b e  critical thinking case. We watched the situation very closely, keep 
ing uack of what else the srudents were doing, and mlking with them to see what wa 
influencing their thinking. We watched them catch onto Ehings and heard them td 
about what it was in the teaching and the materids char helped them learn. . 

We tcnrativcIy concluded Ehar rhe mtid rhinking insmction did help improv 
their critical thinking ability. We felt that ehe inmuction was part of the aplanatio 
of rhcir imprdvemcnt. Bur. WC would nor have been justified in drawing this cond~ 
sion if we had not followed the srudenn dosdy. We found no plausible alternari~ 
explanations of their improvement, though we looked for them. 

Whcn there are other plausible explanations of the results, the besr we can S 

abour a vary-one-thing-ar-a-time experiment with a single group of subjects is th 
the hyporhesis could explain thc data and is comkent with it. W e  must und-ml 
h t h e r  investigarion and expcrimenradon to to rule out the other plausible s 
even-slightiy-plausible explanations, if we  ant to say somerhing snonger. 

Greater Complexity: Multiple Variables 
In one well-known chemical puzzle, five colorless liquids, when mixed togeth 
become yellow. Suppose rhe problem is 10 find out what minimal cornbinarion p( 
duces the color. What would you do? about this before reading fixth 
(Incidentally, i h s  problem-and the nen  one-show rhar there is not a sharp li 
between euperirnenrdGon and diagnosis and ~oubt~shooting.  Their miutions seem 
involve both experimentation and diagnosis.) 

. My srrategy would be finz to label h e  liquids A, B, C ,  D, and E. Then I m 
vary one thing at a time, looking for a liquid that can be omitred from the m h  . 

Given rhe way things arc in this puzzle, WO of the liquids would r u m  out not to: 
part of the  explanation of the yellow color- That is, for two of them, say A and l 
would find that the color appears even when these two are omitted from the mixn 
even though the hypothesis for each of &em is that it is necessary for the color.: 
the other three, B, C, and D, I would find thar their omission would be accornpar 
by colorlessness. Then, co check myself, I would make a mixture of the three, 3 
and D, and would find the yellow color. My find conclusion is that  each of the th 
B, C,  and D, is.a necessary condiugn for * e  color, and rha~  jointly the threr are, 
ficienr for the color. This double hypothesis explains thc data and is consistenc r 
it. The compering hypoheses chat give each of the other two liquids a role woul 
inconsistent with rhe data. Both of rhcsc competitor hypothesis wodd be incor 
cent with my finding the yellow color from the three. Furthermore, each CmIpG 

a 



hypothesis is inconsisrent w i h  our fin&g the yellow color kern &c other four. 
Things can get more cornplicard than this- Suppose h a 1  you have five color- 

less liquids, A, B, C, D, and E, bur rhar A and B are in facr the same kind of liquid. 
Suppose that the combinadon of C, D, and either A or B is necessary and sufficient 
to get the color, and that E maka  no difference. But dl you know ar the beginning 
is that all five together make the color, and YOU are asked EO find out which ones mar- 
ter. You might find ir interesting to ay t~ des ip  = investigation thar w~l l  enable you 
to discover the ficrors thar matter, doing at  rnosr, nine tesrs. Remember thar your 
hyporhesis must explain the data and char alternative hypo&cses must be ruled our 
by the data. 

Check-Up 88 

True or Fake? 
If false, change it to make ir m e .  Try 10 do so in a way thar shows that you 
understand. 

8:11 T h e  independent variable is the one the investigator observes to see 
the eEect, if any, of varying the dependent variablc(s). 

8:12 If we have identified all rhe relevant variables, then varying them one 
- - ar a time, holding the others constant;-is- a straregy that is certain to 

identify a variable Ehar cxpf i  in rhe dcpe~~dcnr variable. 
8:13 A major goal in isolanon and methodicd vadarion of the independenr 

variables is h e  elimination of alternative possible explanatory 
hypotheses. 

8:14 One disadvantage of control-group experimentadon is thar ir generally 
does nor try ro rule out time-relatcd explanatory facton. 

8:15 Knowledge about the fam and generalizations surrounding an experi- 
ment is not very irnpomnr if you caremy vary each of rhe identified 

- - variables one at a time, 

Medium Answer , 

8:16 Criricize the following arpument using the FRISCO approach: 

I had been gerdng about 30 miles to the gallon in my car ever since I 
boughr ir six months ago. I have checked this at least five times. Then I 
added one ounce of'rriple-X Fuel Miser- I found ar rnv nexr. fill-up that 
I got 38 miles to h e  gallon- Triple-X Fuel Miser obviously saves fuel. I 
med it  and it worked. 

8:17 Do h e  same for rhe following argument adapted from an 
adverise ment : 

I have been nvenry pounds overweighr for as long as I can remember. 
Then, on the recommendation of a friend, I starred taking Frank's 
Minimizer Tablers, one each day. Since then, I lost about WQ pounds a 
weck for the nzxr ten weeks. When I got down to the right weight, I 
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kept raking the rablecs. MS weight stayed h e r e  and has been thcrc ever 
since. These table=, as you can see, are quire cr'fective in wcighr control. 
You should try them. 

S:18 Do the same for a control-goup experiment you find described in a 
newspaper, magazine, or repon. Include a copy. Remember under R co 
evaluare the reasons from point of view of their acceprabiliry, as wet1 
as (under l) the degree of support &ac thcy would provide, if uuc.  

8:19 Do the same for m experiment that you h d  described in a newspaper: 
magazine, or reporr, and that involves varianon without a control 
group. ~nclude a copy. 

Lunger Answer 
8:20 Nan an expefimcnt that is addressed CO a concern of yours. Here arc 

some concerns of mine, which might suggest some concerns hat  you 
have: How can you make a- good omelene, using a srove to which you 
have access? Another: Whar biqcle helmet marerids best resi3r irnpacr? 
Stiu another: Which of WO or more engine oils besc rerains its viscos- 
icy, @ven a certain kind of usage? DO not W a control group, but do 
plan ro vary one or more variables. 

a. State your concern. 
b. State a hypothesis. 
c. Describe your experimental plan for testing the hyporhesis. Be 

sure to identify your independent and dependent vxiabies. 
d. Imagine and describe a set of possible results (or do the experi- 

ment and describe your results). 
e. Srace an alternative hypohesis h a t  is ruled out  by rhese results, 

and explain why ir is ruled out. .( 

f. Tell whether the results are reason enough to accept your hypod 
esis, and ceil why. 

8:21 Puzzle: There are five colodess tiquids, A, B, C, D, and E- A and B a: 
rhe same kind. The combination of' C, D, and either A or B is neces-• 
sary and sufficient for any mixture of them to be colorcd. E makes a 
difference, Describe an investigation in which you couid discover the 
facts wihout knowing them in advance. Your investigation should 
employ a t  most nine tesrs, given that you already know that all five 
togerher make a yellow liquid. 

In a well-conducred sspcrimmr, rhr things compared and the trearmmts they recr 
must Be sufficiendy similar. Without sirnilariv, r-here would be anoher possible ex] 
nation of rhe resulrs; the  dissimilarity- 

In  my experimcnral-control-group critical-thinking experiment, for exampli 



! 
t the rwo groups are difkrent at the b e - ~ n g ,  then char dfference rnishr account for 

the experimental results. If the groups arc rrcared differendy (in adhtion co the 
~riricd-thinkin~-insuucrion difference), then that difference might account for the 
differences in resulcs. 

i 
andom Assignment to 
bperimental and Control Groups 

One comrnonlv recommended way ro secure comparability of experimenral and con- 
trol goups is to srart ~vih one pool o i o b j e c ~  (seeds, people, e x . )  and assign them- - 
at  random to the experimental and conrrol groups. Random nss&mnzt is an assign- 

) 
menc in which each objecr has m equal chance of being in either group. h n d o m  
assignmcnr d o a  nor guarantee h a t  h e  groups will be rhe same because by chance 
one group could con&, for example, morc tall smdents or more rnathcrnadcs 
majors. But random assignmenr is held by many authorities to be the best tsav to 
secure similar groups. 

Althou~J~ random assignmenr to experimemd and control groups is e x y  to 
achieve for many types of objecs (such as bean seeds and white rats), ic is usually dif- 
ficult to achieve in pracdcai and reprcsentadve sirnations involving human beings. 
For example, I have never succeeded in gerdng such random assignment in studies of 
cridcal thinking, nor do I know of any significant cricical~thinking srudy in which such 
random assignrnenr was achieved. There have always been a number of practical 
problems rhar interfered. Random assignment is no t  impossible for human beings in 
pracrical situations; rather, it  is difficult. Sometimes r h i s  difficulty leads people to 
select hypotheses that' deal wirh h f i c i a l  or nonhuman situations, for which random 
assignment is easier. Somerimes che d i f f i c d ~   cads people to tesc a hypothesis thar 
they are really inrerested in, but in situaaons that are nor ar all representative of those 
we care about. Sometimes, the result is tbe ne~lecr  of e~perirnental study of such 
imponant areas as critical thinking insmction. 

*. 

of Securing 
of Croups 

People somerimes use other ways to acbiwe comparabiliry of experimental and con- 
uoI groups. One is to try to match individuals, neglecting the individuals who were 
not matched. For example, for each individual in the experimental group, we might 
seek an individual ouwide of it who matches on IQ, sex, age, and socioeconomic sra- 
tus. The group of individuals who match up with rhe members of the expcperimcncal 
group would then be the control group. The unmatched members of the experi- 
mental group, if any, would rhcn be neglecred in compiling experimenral results. But 
marching is very difficult to do, and the design is open to the charge thar there rnisht 
well be some oher significanr variable rhar could influence the resultr (for example, 
the one that  accounts for the inability to find a marchec) and that is more heavily 
weighrcd in one of &c groups. There is another common difficulty called r~r~ression 
Eo t he  mean, but: ir: is beyond the scope of this book. . 

A cammonfv used wav ro achieve similarity is to find a total group that seems 
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roughlv the same as the cspcnmentd group in importanr: respects (such as the same 
school or college, or the same level). This method has dangers because here  are usu., 
ally significant differences benveen h e  groups. I 

There are also sratistical ways of anernpting to equate experimental and conmi 
groups. I \ i l l  nor: go into them here, nor into heir difficulties. Consult a statistic 
ten  if you want to know about them- 

Experiments Without a Separate Control Group 
The cornparabiliry ~roblerns exisr nor ody for separate con~ol-group experiments 
but also for expcrimerits in which the variable are conuotlsd without using a sepa 
rate connol group. h the m-semester ~ r i t i c d  rhinking insnucrion experimen~ 
described earlier (done w-itfiout a separare control group), it was important that  the 
group not have significmdy changed kom the he semesrer to h e  spring serncsta 
Otherwise, here  would have been another possible explanadon of the results. Wc 
had to monitor the situation closely, and even rhen we codd not be certain that th 
group had nor: changed, thus invinng another plausible explanation. 

Summary So Far 

Control-group experimentation and systematic variadon without a control g o u p  ca 
both be very helpful in eliminating possible alternative hypotheses. The simple! 
connol-group experirnem requires comparable experimental and conuol groups an 
the addieon of one special factor to the experimenrd group situarion; furthermon 
all other hcrors should be the same for'the expenmend and conrrol groups. Th 
sirnplssr sysrrmatic variadon without a control group is to vary one thing ar a tim 
holding the others constant. An advantage of control-group investigation is i t s  cor 
rrol of facrors that change with time. 

Neither procedure cornplercly eliminates the possibility of alternative hypothi 
srs. They are simply effecdve ways of reducing the number. An investigator musr E 
aware of the facts and general characteristics of the situation in order to be a goc 
judge of the exrent to which possible alternative hypotheses have been eliminated. 

There are no pCrfecr ways of equating experimental and control groups and si 
uations. You musr know ;he field of study, be aware of types of problems that G 

develop, and do che best you can. When using a control group to smdy individua 
who vary significandy from one to rhe nex~ ,  random assignment to experimental at 

control groups is a good procedure, though oken difficult to achieve. The degree 
which you need a separate control group, as well as suaregies for handling cornpar 
bility of subjeccs and uearments, depends on the nature of the subjects. People, be[- 
seeds, and pendulums are significanrly differenc from each other. But  in all cases, ski. 
ful planning, famiiiarity with the subjects and the field of study, carehl work, ar 
close monitoring of the situation are helpful in achieving cornparabilir). of subjco 
trearments, and conditions. 
- You encountered a Larin term in this chapter, p u n  huc. The post hoc fn[lncy is U 

mistake of concluding simply on the basis of one thing's coming after another d 
the firsr caused the second. The misrake is a common one; youshould recognize 

9 
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when ic occun and avoid making i t  Furrherrnore ir is imporrant for you co 
know the meaning of the parr hoc so &at YOU will nor be puzzled or indmidaced 
when you hear or see it. 

Espcrirncnral invesdgadons musr be accompanied by a good ~ndersranding of 
the siruadon and some good jud~mem js well. You have encounrercd rhe main ideas 
in expelimend investigations, but there are many n5-m-mo. The main things to 
remember are to be den for alrernative possible esplanations and keep askin, * your- 
self whether it all makes sense. 

Check-Up 8C 

True or False? 
If false, change it to make ir uue. Try to do so in a way that shows that vou 
understand- 

8 2 2  Random assignment of subjecs is any assignmenr: h a t  proceeds ~virh- 
out a definite plan. 

8:23 Random assigrnent of subjects might result in two groups thar are 

different in significant respem. 
8:24 Separate experimentd. and control groups are never identicai in dI 

respem. 
8:25 Separate experimental and conuol goups never have idenricd sea of 

experiences, even when the independent variable is nedected. 
8 2 6  The lack of a separate control group is never acceptable in an 

experiment. 
&:27 When using a separate control group, assignment to experimenrd and 

control groups should always be done at random, even thou& ir is 
sometimes difficult. 

8:25 The main reason for achieving comparability in subjecrs and treatment 
is to reduce the number of possible alternative ex?lanations of the 
results. 

Medium Answer 
Consider chese experiments and answer rhe questions thar follow. 

8 2 9  Whar happens when sugar.is eliminated from h e  &er? Alan and Rose 
said rhey wanted to h d  our. They secured the cooperation of their 
twenry-five classmares. In the beginning of April, they explained to the 
class some of rhe suspicions they had about sugar and persuaded them 
ro agree not to put sugar on any of their foods for a two-month 
period. During rhe pcriod, Alan and Rose continually encouraged 
their classmates to stay with the plan, celling h e m  how much better 
chcv would feel if rhey ace no sugar- The classmates all said rhat [hey 
h a i  nor and would not add susar to their food during rhe WO-month 
period. At the end of rhc period, Alan and Rose asked their ciassmatrs 
ro fill out a questionnaire dealing with how they felt about life. 



CHAPTER 8 

Twenty said h e y  fclr bcner about life than a t  the beginning. of rhe 
study, and eighrccn of &ese said that they beficvcd h a t  ir was because 
h e y  had smpped zddinp 10 things. The orher five said rhar h e y  
did nor feel good abouc We, bur did not think rhar d7is had anydung 
to do wi& h c  sugar. On rht: basis of chis experiment, &an and Rose 
conduded &ar rhc elirninxion of sugar fkom the dier promoted' a 

good aturude toward Iife for most of heir dassmaces. 

a. Was here a conuol group in the study? I f  so, i d e n r i ~  it. 
b. What steps were taken to ensure rhe comparability of the situa- 

tions before and during the rreament? 
c, Were the siruauons before and during the treauncnt similar 

enough? Why? 
6 Smce another plausible explanadon of the results. Make ir as plau- 

sible as you can. 
c. Were they justified in drawing the conclusion they did? Why? 

5:30 Maie and Arturo were curious KJ see-whether a parricuiar cream is A,. .. 
helpful in reducing p a i d 3  sunburn. They marked our Ken cqual (l" X 

1") sections across each of heir shoulders (making rwenq areas in d) 
and numbered the secdons on each back from 1 to 10, going from left 
ro right. For each pair of sections {for example, Millie's #l m d  
Ai-turo's #l), h e y  flipped a coin to decide which wadd receive the 
cream rreament. It turned out h a t  four sections from MJhe's and six 
seaions from ~ N ~ O ' S  shoulder were selec~ed to receive cream. They 
aopiied the c r e m  co rhe  selecrrd secdons and lay in the midday sun 
fice down for Gne hour w-ivith their shoulders uncovered. That nigh[, 
the cream was washed of5 The ncrr day, h e y  examined the twenty 
sec-rions and found thar in all cases the ones t ha t  were: not cre-mcd 
were painful and the  ones that had been creamed were not painful. 
They concluded char che cream prevented painful, sunburn on the s c S &  
tions to which it had been applied. 

a. Whar was die experirnenral group? Thc control group? 
b. Did h e y  achievc random assignment to the experimcnral and 

conuol goups? 
c Were rhe experimental and control gaups similar enough? Why 
d. Stare another possible explanation of the resulrs. MAc ii: as 

ble as you can. 
e. Were Wlie and Arruro jusrificd in drawing rhe conclusion rhai 

. . 
they did? Why? 

Experimental Reasoning Assumptions 

When we reason abour experimrnts, \VC make assumptions. That is, we t3ke.c~. 
things for Because of rhesc assumptions, our results never give 
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absolute certainy of a conclusion's follo~vlng necessarily from h e  data. The most we 
can ever hope for is proof beyond a rezisonable doubt, and ofren we have less than t h i s .  

The rype of assumpdons I shall be discussing here come under h e  1 in h e  
FRISCO approach. This is rhc q e  of assumption rhac is needed justify an inference. 

e Assumption that the Experiment C S Carefully and Properly Done 

Consider again the Redi experiment. One possible alternative explanation of the 
absence of maggots in the sealed flasks is chat the meat was poisoned. That drernauve 
hypothesis would explain why no rnaggou were observed by Redi in the scaled tiasks. 
Bur if the experiment had been conducted properly, Redi would have raken sreps ro 
see to i t  that the meat was normal m m .  In reasoning about rhe espcrirncnt, hc 
assumed thar rhc srcps had been cffecdvc and that rhe meat was normal rncar. This is 
one p m  of his broader assumpdon &at the cxpcrimcnr had been conducred properlv. 

The conrrol group (consisring of rhc pieces of meat in the open flasks) was sup- 
posed to provide a check on the possibiiiry of such things as poisoned meat. The 
alternative hypodiesis rhar h e  meat was poisoned seems to be ruled out by whar hap- 
pened to the control group. From the poisoned-meat hypothesis, we would have pre- 
dicted rhac maggor would nor grow in the conrrol flask, but maggots did grow in 
the conrrd flasks. By denial-of-the-conxquenr reasoning, it seemed to follow drat 
the poisoned-meat hypothesis was Mse. 

However, comparability of experimental and conrrol groups was assumed in 
deriving this prediction from the poisoned-mca~ hyporhds. The two selccrions of 
meat were supposed co have been the same at  rhe ourser, SO that they could be com- 
pared at the end of the experiment. But suppose that b e  meat in the covered flasks 
had been poisoned, hrough carelessness, bur h e  meat in the open flasks had nor: 
been poisoned. Then che explanadon thar rhe rnear (in the covered flasks) was poi- 
soned would not have been ruled out by the results for the open flasks. 

In order chat the control group results rule our-he poisoned-meat h'ypothesis, Red 
assumed that  the experimental and conuol g o u p s  were similar at the ouwet. This assump- 
tion is part of h e  broader assumpdon that the experiment was properly conducted. 

i 
.mumptions About the Way Things Happen. 
! 

A second kind of assumpdon we generally make is about the way things generally 
happen. For example, as I suggesred earlier, ir was logically possible chat maggors 
developed in the experimental group meat bur saw the covering, were Frightened by 

: it, and becmc immobile, like a baby rabbir when fighcened. Perhaps they rhsn 
sropped growing because they did not eat, but wenr into a state of suspended ani- i mation, like hibernating bears We might drink thar this is all wildly impiausibl~, 

1 based on what we know abour: maggots, but if ir had happened, i t  would have been 
i 

an altcrnafive explanation of Redi's failure to observe maggots around rhc meat in 
the coversd flasks. In drawing his cbnclusion, Rcdi assumed that thc maggors, if any 

: , were produced, would be dctccrablc. This seems to be a plausible ~ssurnption abour 
the way rhings happen, but Rcdi's reasoning did depend on  it. Ir was one of mgnv 

b - 
assumptions he made abour the way things gcncrally happen. 

e 
t 

:l 



Summary and Comment 
Ar l e s r  two gcnerd rypcs of assumpdons are gencrdy needed in reasoning ah 
euperimcnn: assumptions abour the degree to which the experiment was 4 
conducred, and assumpdons abour the way things generally happen. There is 
always a sharp Line bcnvccn these * C S ,  because in deciding wvhcrhcr chc erperid 
was conducted wdl, we make assumpdons abour &c way ching,s happen. For cxaa 
in drciding that &c possible poisoning of the me3r was a relevant condidon 
made rhe assumpdon thar poisoning of rhe mear w o d d  have prevenred the gn 
of maggots. This last is an assumpdon abour r-hc way rhinss happen. The 
for these assumpiions ro be m e  makes rhinking about dle following cwo qun 
usefir; 

1. Was the expcrimcnc condued well? 
2. Is &c reasoning supported by what it is plausible to believe about ti 

~hings happen? 

The imponancc of &c assupdons about rhe way things happen shor . . 

imporrance of knowing the field of smdy when doing or judging an expcrimen 
is part of knowing the siruadon, the S in FIUSCO. 

The Reasoning Pattern ir? 

Rejecting Hypotheses . . 

When we reason from a denied prediction back to a denial OF a hypothesis, tJ 
of the reasoning follows deduc&~ panem you have seen earlier (in Chapd 

- - and 7). In Example 8: 1, this rejection-of-the-hypohesis-rexoning is presed 
WO-srep process in order 10 emphasize the role of the assumptions. 

. . First Step: 

1. If the hyporhcsis is true and 
the assumptions are me, 
hen rhc prediction will be uue. 

2. The prediction is not trie. 
3. Therefore, not both &c hypothesis 

and the assumptions are true. 

Second Step: 

4. Not both the fiypohesis and 
assumptions are true 

5 .  The assumpdons arc true. 
6. Tllercfore, &c hypothesis is 

I.  If h and a, h e n  p. 

3. Therefore, not ( h  an& 
(nor borh h and a).  I- 

4. Not ( h  and a) (usin 
con~lusion of the fi 
as 3 reason in the se 

5. a. 

6.  Therefore, nor h. 1 
B 
I not rrue. 
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In &is WO-srcp process, the conclusion of the first srep (line # 3 )  is used as a 
reason (Iinc #4) in h e  second step. The first step is deducriveiy vdid bccausc it con- 
sisrs of the denial of the consequsnr. The second srep is deductively valid because i t  
consists of h e  affirmation of one p m  of a denied conjuncdon. IF you affirm one parr, 
yuu have to deny the oher. Therefore, the ~vhole argument is dcductiveIv valid. 

Note tha t  the falsity of h e  prediction does not by irseIf require us to deny the 
hypothesis. h alrernadvc would be to deny one of the assurnpdons. The filsity of 
the predicdon requires us only ro deny eider chc h?~othesis or at lcasr: one of the 
assumpuons. 

One key poinr here is thar such reasoning is not simple denid-of-the- 
consequent reasoning rhar leads from a false predicdon to the dcnial of the hypoth- 
esis. There is a logical m y  out for a defender of the hyporhesis: to claim thar one or 
more of the assumptions is false. 

Consider the poisoned meat bwothesis (PMH for short), which is offered to 
explain why the rnapsocs did nor g o w  in the experimental (covered) flasks: 

P M f i  The mear in the  covered flasks was poisoned. 

One o f h e  assumpuons in r-oning to a rejection of this hypothesis is that rhc 
experiment was otherwise done well, which includes thc assumpdon chat rhe esperi- 
mental goup and control group were similar. There were many other assumptions as 
well. (For sirnpliciry, let us group them 41 together under the label EOD W for txptr- 
imen: othemisr done mcl2.) If this broad assumption and rhc alternative hypothesis, 
P M ,  are true, h e n  we would have predicred that there would be no rnasgocs in rhe 
control group pieces of meat  (Call this prediction NMC.) But there were rnaggors 
in those pieces of mear. Therefore, (by denial-of-the-consequent rsasoninp) nor boch 
rhe assumption and h e  hyporhesis, PMH, are true. Example 8:2 presents this first 
step, using inmitive abbreviations on h e  lefi and generic abbreviations on the righr. 

Example 8:2 

l. If PMH and EODW, h e n  (or) 1. If h and a, then p. 
NMC- . . 

2. Not N K .  2. Notp. 
3. Therefore, not borh PLWH 3. Therefore, not ( h  and a) .  

and EODW 

Suppose hrrher thar the assumption, E m K  is uue. Then (by deductively 
valid reasoning using the assertion of one parr o f a  negared conjunction), rhe hypoth- 
esis, PMH, must be false. Example 3:3 presents this second step. 

Example 8:3 

4. Xuc b o h  PrMH and EOD liV (or) 4. Nor ( b  ancl a).  

5.  E0DW 5 .  3. 

6. Therefore, not PLWH. 6 .  Therefore, not h. 
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Thus, arablishing h e  falsity of PMH depends not only on the results in t h e  
control group, bur also on the assumption that the experimental and control groups 
were similar, tagerher with many oher  assumpuons. If one of these assumpdons is 
fdse, then the connol group resulrs do not refure che hypothesis, P M N .  

Can you develop an arggenr against the sponUneous-generation hvporhcsis, 
using h e  m - s t e p  procedure and a broad assumption? Try ir. 

Accepting Hypotheses: Four Criteria 

Alrhough rejection of hypochess follows a dcducdve pattern, rhe acceprance oi 
hypotheses insread depends on the sadsficuon of these four criteria: 

1. The hyporhcds should explain some facts, given reasonable assumptions. 
2. Other possible explanadorn should be inconsistent wich some orher ficrr, 

given reasonable assumptions. 
3. The hypocbesis iDdf should not be inconsistem wih any Facts, given rea- 

sonable assumptions- 
4. The hypothesis and the heedanism of operation should be plausible. 

The &st r h e e  criteria give necessary condirions, and the four& a desirabl:. 
conditioh. . . - +  

L: us see how these criteria apply to h c ~  hypothesis about rhc source r 
rhr maggots. h chis discussion of rhcx criteria, I leave out a number of qualifyln 
words in order to convey the total pictufe. The appkation of these criteria is nor i 
neat as h may appear, and requires good well-informed judgmenr. 

The hypothesis would explain some facts. 
If cue, the hvpothesis tha t  h e  maggots were intladuced by flies would explain hr 
the  maggots got to be on the meat-. The flies had access to t he  rneac and brought $ 
maggots (by laying eggs char developed intu rnaggors). In applying this criterion, i 
do nor require that the hypothesis explain all facts, only some facrs. It does this. 

All other explanations of these facts are 
inconsistent with some other facts, given 
reasonable assumptions. 

This is t he  elimination criterion. Roughly spc&ng, if all other hypotheses are ru 
out, given resonable assumptions, ihen the remaining one is probably accepd, 
provided h e  other criteria are sadsfied. If the hypothesis that the meat was poisod 
the hypothesis that the maggots generated sponmneously, and the hypothesis thhaii 
maggots were there but not observed, were all shown to be inconsistent with 56 
facn, given reasonable assurnpdons, and rhcse are the only hyporhcses chat  have: 
plausib&y, h e n  Rsdi's h~orhcs i s  war scongly supported. Ir would satisfy ' 
elimination-of-orher-exP1anarions criterion. B b 

An irnpiication of h i s  criterion is if d-~crc is a plausible alternative hypf 
a 

esis, then wc must not endorse rhe original hypochcsis. Furthermore, we must). 
made a legitimate effort co uncover plausible alternative hypotheses. 1 
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3. The hypothesis is not inconsistent with any facts. 

The accepted hypothesis should not be inconsisrenr ~5th any facts. I ~ ~ ~ a g i n r  ir  10 be 
3 fact rhar Aiej lay eggs rhac harch O U ~  as flies (in ? way similar to ~l~ ickcns) .  Then 
Redi's hpochesis would have been unacceptable bccausc h~p(~tI?cs ir  is inconsis- 
tent w i h  rhis imagined facr. However, this imagined f a c ~  was ncvcr csr;rhiished, i t  
did nor rcfUre the h~orhes is .  Ideally, the absence of f ~ c ~  h a t  3ppc:ir t o  hc inconsis- 
cent with the hypohesis is a nccessaq condition for acceptability ot'.~ Iypohesis. 

~ o w e x r ,  we must nor be coo hasq. Apparendy inconsisrent tier.; or  informa- 
don c m  sometimes be explained away. For example, h e  fact rh.1~ n o  eggs were 
observable in thr mear thar was open to h e  air seemed inconsisrcnt b~i th  he 
hypohesis, if &c intermediary benvccn the and h e  maggors ~ 3 s  assumed be 
eggs laid by &c &a. This apparenr inconsistency could be cxplaincti ;1waV . bV he 
assumpdon &ar the eggs were ioo small to be obsen7ed. This assumprit,ll turned our 
ro be uuc when magnification crchnique~ were used. There is ofien i n  tlnccrrain y e a  
bewren inconsistency and h e  possibilit). thar somehing can bc c s p l i ~ i ~ ~ d  awav. 
Judgment is required and we oftcn cannot be sure. 

4. The hypothesis is plausible. 

of plausibility criteflori- is .not. a sGa requircmcnr. 11 just helps. 
Sometimes rhc hypothesis is a radical depaare  from what seems piawiblc. AZ one 
time, for example, it seemed implausible thar flies laid eggs h a t  turn i t ~ r o  mag-gots. 
Ar one time, it seemed implausible thar rhe ear& round, and ~t one time, 
Einsrein's relativity hypothesis seemed implausible ( a d  sd11 does co luanv people). 

Bur the more implausible the hypothfsis, the suonger must bc tlrc satisf3crion 
of &c o&cr cfircria, especially the elimination-of-dtetnatives criterioil. I fwc  :lccepr a 

hypothesis that seems implausible a t  first sight, rhc alternnrivcs that have 
occurred to us must be that much more implausible. -4nd we must I-ru thllt -. 
more cerrain that there arc no other alternatives- 

The reasoning for hypothesis acccprance is not as neat as rhar in ~ I ~ i c i ~  Ilvpohe- 
m are rejcc~cd. In hypothesis rejection, given the assumpdons and ~ h c  r c s u l ~ ,  it 
could follow necessarily &at the hypothesis is false. In hypothesis acccl>nncc, sads- 
facdon of h e  crireria can make ir very probable bar the hypothesis is rroc, but. ir is 
stiU possible that the hyporhesis is not vue: There mighr be another possible expla- 
narion ofthe facts char has not occurred to US. For cxunple, most pcoplu livillg in he 
fificenth century believed rhar the world is Rat- From their everyday c~pcricircc~, h e v  
had no reason to think otherwise. The h ~ o t h e s i s  that the world is flat oxplaincd why 
it looked roughly flat and explained, they &ought, why people do nor  h11 rhe 
wdd: The world is always under  em. It explained people who travclcd verv 
far away sometimes did not return: They fell off, according CO the view. But there was 
another explanation of h o s e  hcts. Suppose YOU had lived chen. What  would vou have 
rhought? - .  

' Roughly spc&ng, the reasoning parrrrn in accepting 3 hppothcsis is process 
of elimination. We uy ro clirninare all the hypotheses; if just one remains and csplains 
terrain fscrs, we probably should accept it ,  a t  leasr provisionully. Y'his parrcm firs B 

experimental resoning. It also fiu diagnosis, rroublrshooring, and m2ny othcr areas 
of reasoning, as we shall see- 
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Acrudy, this account and rhe examples of hypothesis acceptance and rejection 

are simplified for purposes of cxpiaining the patterns. When people are deeply 
involved in an investigation, &inss rend to get much more complex. Word meanings 
change, and auxiliary assumptions zre invented to save hpxheses .  Sometimes, even 
when there is conificcing evidence, hypoheses are kept because hey  work for many 
situaiions, and &ere is no better hypothesis. YOU must use your judgmznr, try to be 
well-informed, and be patienc. 

Summary So Far-And Comment 
P-- 

The crireria for accepting a hypothesis are as follows: l 
1. The hypoJlesis should explain some ~ C U ,  given reasonable assumptions. 
2. Other possible cxplanadons should be inconsisrenr wirh some oher  facrs 

given reasonable assumptions. 
3. Thc hyporhesis shodd not be inconsisrenr with any Fdcrs, given reason- 

able assumptions. 
4. The hyporhesis should be plausible. 

The bt rhree crireria are i d 4  necessary condirions; the fourrh is a desirable 
condition. The second crirerion requires that we nor: accept a hypothesis, if there is a 
plausible alternative-and we m-yst have made a legitimate efforr to uncover alterna- 
tive hypotheses. 

The third crirerion requires chat we not accept a hypohesis, if it is inconsistenr 
wirh. known has. But in complex cases, i t  is often diffic'dt to be sure of d i s  incon 
sistency. The third criterion expresses an ideal. 

These aircria are broad and general. Different fields of srudv emphasize djfferen 
ones of the four, and add rchcmcnn and rdes rhar are specific to the field. Bur rhes 
four provide a good basis for understanding the  basic thinking in any experimencatio 

The criteria we use in judging hypotheses of experiments do not give us a gu 
antec of success in S ~ ~ ~ C M Z  correcr conc~usions. These cri ter ia must be applied 
care and &ought, and must be applied b:l someone who knows s o m e k g  about 
topic. There are assumptions involved in deciding rhar the compedng hyporheses X 
inconsistent with some ser of facrs, in deciding that the sekc~ed h)-po&esis is consis 
tent with the &c=, and in deciding about the plausibility and explanatory ability 
the hypothesis. Good judgment and background knowledge are required in dcci 
about rhe assumptions. 

I am not saylng that we can never know anyrhing. We do h o w  that rnasgo 
do not spontaneously generace in meat. We do know chat flies ofien lay eggs on mea 
if they get the chance, and that rhese eggs often develop inco maggoa. We do h o  
that h e  defendant in the jury trid I discussed performed the acr that caused t h e  d a  
of the victim. To use the language of the courts, these things have been prov 
beyond a reasonable doubt. 

Acmdy, these four criteria for hypotheses are appropriare to applv in many cl 
rncntr in rhe FRISCO approach. As shown in the Redi example, d;e hvpothc 
acccprance crireria apply ro the inference (1) step in FRISCO. But they appiy to m 
than inferences to hyporheses in cxpcrimints. As you will see, chsy also applv to in 
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cnces to hyporheses about whar someone is thinking, about what acruallg happened 
in the past (including rhe claim that Mene killed Al, as i ~c l l  as id1 of history), and 
about what someone meant in sayins or writing something. 

Furrhermorc, in complex a e s ,  rhe idendficarion of many clcrncnts \\<bin 
FNSCO consdmtcs h ~ o & e s Q  formuladon and judgmenr. For exarnglc, idenrific2- 
don of the conclusion in some a r m e n t s ,  C is difficult and engenders the hvporhesis 
that  a @ven proposition is h e  conclusion. It is similar with h e  idenrifiearion of rea- 
sons, w i t h  the determination of rhe simadon, with the identificadon of some assurnp- 
tians, and rvi& judgments about clariry (which often require judgments abour n-hat 
someone memt). Thcrc will be more abour this broader applicability of chest crire- 
ria for hypotheses in the nexr chapre- 

Check-Up 8D - 

True or Ealse? 
If fdse, change it to make it  me- Try to do SO in a wav h a t  shows that you 
understand. 

8:31 In conduding thar h e  ~vorms" were inmoduceci by flies, Redi 
assumed that the experiment was conducted properly. 

- L 

8:32 One crirerion for judging hypotfi~ses of experiments is that there are 
no mare &an nvo other plausible explanations of the facts. 

8:33 If the results mm out other predicred, then rhe  hypothesis musr 
bc msc, regardless of rfie truth of h e  assumptions. 

8:34 In a p o d  control-group e4rperiment, the only significant difference in 
the rreaments of h e  experimental and control groups is the difference 
in the independent variable. 

8 : s  Judging. hypotheses involves all elements of F R 1 . O .  

Medium Answer d - 

8:36 Two Ensiish teachers were interested in the view that  reading abour 
violence tends to make adolescents more violence-prone. They decided 
to check one implication of this view: that reading Hamler would rend 
to make their zdulescent students more violence-prone. At h e  begin- 

L 

ning of the schooi year the teachers took their alphabetized literature 
class lists (each teacher had one class of twenry-five students) and 
assigned every other srudent to an experimental group- The oehcrs 
were assigned to a conrrol group- There were nventy-five nvela-  
grade srudents in each group, with an average age of abour: seventeen 
years. Because the classes met concurrendy, one teacher, who special- 
ized in Hamlet, taught dl h e  experimental students a unir on I-larnkr 
that lasted three weeks. The other teacher raughr: d ~ e  conuol srudenrs 
a unir on Romantic poetry. 

Ar end of h e  rhree-week period, each srudent wns nsked ro 
n re  rhe following starement on a scale ranging fiom a "Strongiv dis- 
agree" through "Strongly agree": "The use of force and  violence is 
oficn jusdfied in our  daily lives." 
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Suppose that the experirnenra! group's average score was signifi- 
cantly more toward h e  "Saongly Agree" end of rhe scale than the 
conrrol group's average score. Suppose also tha t  rhe teachers con- 
cluded that reading abour violence in Hamlet did tend to m&e h e  
cxpcrimcntal group srudents violence-prone. 

a. Name a variable (oher than the independent variable) that might 
have accounted for sach results. 

b. Stare an assumption mar: the teachers would have made in draw- 
ing such a conclusion- 

c. If the assumption you just stated were mse, would the teachers 
have been justified in drawing h e  conclusion? Why? 

8:37 Now suppose that, in the experimenr: described in 8 3 6 ,  rhcre was no 
significant difference berween the two goups in their answer to the 
quesdon. Also suppose thar rhe teachers concluded that reading about 
violence in Hamkt d id  not tend to make the experimental-group SIX- 

dents violence -prone. 

a. State an assumption thar h e  teachers would have made in draw- 
ing h a t  condusion- 

b. If rhe assumption you jusr s a d  were fdse, would the teachers 
have been justified in drawing their cond~sion? Why? 
Stare one weak feanrrc in this experimental pian. Tell why you 
think i t  is a weak feature. 

d. Stare one good fearwe in this experimental plan. Tell why you 
think it is a good feature. 

e. Describe at leas one change you would have made in h e  experi- 
m e n d  plan and defend your suggestion. 

f. Given the specified results (no significant difference), tell whether 
vou think the teachers would be-justified in drawing the condu- 
sion given. Defend your judgrncnt. 

8:38 Using Rcdi's evidence, develop and wrice our an argument apiainsc the 
sponraneous generation hypothesis as the explanation of whar hap- 
pened to Rcdi's controt group. Follow the two-srep process and stace 
at !east one of the assumptions that you use. 

8:39 Revise your appraisd done as 8:18 or 8:19. To the extern thar yob are 
able in a reasonable period of time, apply all the  elements in FRISCO. 

Diagnosis or Troubleshooting2 

hagnosis and troubleshooting also produce and test hypotheses abour the cause of 
a pro blcrn, but call for tests and andysis of symp toms. When either diagnosis or uou- 

2 .  This discussion has been informed by rhc work of S C O ~  D. Johnson and his associatcsaSee their 
Application of Cogniripc 27~to1-y t o  the Design, Dociopmmt, and Impkmcntation of n Compuar-Bascd 
Tr~lrbic~bootin~ Turor (Bcrkpley, CA: National Ccnrcr for Research in Vocariond Education, 1992). 
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blcshoodng require deliberate intervention to see whar happens, then it is ~ l s o  erpsr- 
imenting. The reasoning patterns for diagnosis, croublsshoodng, and esperimenta- 
don arc similar. Furhermore, rhe general principles of diagnosis and uou blcshoorin 
are identical. What to call i t  depends on h e  field (for example, medicine v~rszts auco 
mechanics). 

Diagnosis, or rroubZ~sbootin~, is 3 tvpe of acdviv r h ~ r  has rhc goal of finding out 
whac is wrong wivlrh something that  rnaifuncdons. We diagnose and noublcshoor. 
Some peopIe do it for a living, but we d do it  for personal rraons a t  Iezse onct: in 3 

while. Perhaps a flashlight does nor work; perhaps a biqcle's gear shift is inoperzrive; 
perhaps one's own body has a problem: a hgernail bre* or one gcu, a headache. 
To diagnose or uoublcshoot a problem w i h  our bodies or a complex piece of 
machinery usually requires more knowledge &an most of us have, so tve are oken 
very dependent on repair, maintenance, and medical people. In this secdon, vou will 
see a few principles of diagnosis or ~oublshoodng-  The). can serve as guides to che 
things we can do for ourselves, bm also as basic guidelines for professional m u -  
bleshoocers and diagnosdcians. You d also s e  some things &at we can do for oth- 
ers to faditate the diagnosing or crouble~hoothg thar h e y  do for us. 

Do-lt- Yourself Traubieshoo ting: m 

The Inoperative Flashlight 
Consider first this simple example of my noubbhooting a defective four-bancry 
flashlight (which I s h d  cdl F). The fls&&r did not operate when the sw-irch was 
turned on. I happen to know h a t  some of the things char: can cause flashli~hrs ro be 

U 

inoperative are these: bad barrelies, extreme cold, a broken filamenr in rhc lighr bulb, 
corrosion on the  switch and other contacrs, and separation of the elecuical conracz 
b e m e n  che body of the flashlight and che head- The basic suacegy is ro rule out  pos- 
sible causes, that is, to rule our: hypotheses about whar: is causing the rnalhncrion. 
When all but one are eliminated, then that one might well be the cause of the prob- 
lem, Bur we have to check to make sure. 

Ir was not cold, so I ruled ouc that possible cause. I decided to cesr chin, =S one 
ar a time by purring the components in a s i m i ! ~  flashlight h a t  worked (which 1 shall 
call 2). F had brand new batteries. Even though Fs barterics were new, I tested them 
by putting all of them in Z and found that Z did not n-ark. The batreries were in 
series; that is, any one's being bad was a ~ f f i d e n t  condirion for the f l ~ r h l i ~ h t  nor ro 
operate. Note again rhe impormcc of background knowledge. I concluded that 
&ere was a defect in the ser of barreries. Such a defect would have explained the fail- 
ure of both flashlights, and here was almosr cerriniy no other facror thar would have 
explained t h e  faiiure of 2 because it had just worked wirh its own battery ser. (This is 
anorher example, by the way, of besr-explanation proof beyond a reasonable doubt.) 

There might possibly have also been mother problem, perhaps with che swicch, 
p c r h a ~ s  7vid1  &c bu!b, perhaps something else. I had not ye-; ruled them our. I ~ v o u l d  
have been careless ro claim at h a t  poinr chat I had found h e  problem. I had found 
one sufficient condition for the rn3lfuncrioll, but there might have bccn mochzr, for 
all I knew at -that time. 

Nexr, I was carehl to krep the batteries identified 3s h e  Fser and chc Zscr, cash 
c~ns i sdng  of four banerie;. Because I was inrcrcsred in derermining which one or ones 

a 
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of rhs Fser were defecfivc, I kept the Fba~eries lined up in order. Had the problem been 
more complex, I might have labeled the= 10 make sure that they were not mixed up. 

A simple procedure (and h e  chins h a t  I did) was to put rhree of the original 
Z baneries in a d  try the original bancries one at  a dme as the fourrh bactery. That: 
invohred four more rests. 

Efficiency 

If resting had been very expensive or be-consuming (as i t  often is, though not in ~s 
c~se) ,  the ccscing could have been done wirh fewer tests by putting two of 2's ori@- 
nal barreries in rugerher wirh two of PS baneries at once. Note that this is not vary- 
ing one rhing at a &c. This shows thar h e  method of varying one thing at a time, 
although the most thorough rnerhod, is sametrmes too cosdy and inefficient to use. 

If the flashlight worked, then with only one test I would have eliminated 
possible causes, that is, MO batteries as possible causes. I could then have med each of 
the other two F batteries with dxee  good batreries and thus located the defective bar- 
Eery or barteries. Even if the first of hese two F batteries had been defective, I. had to 
cest h e  other battery because both mi&r have been defecdve. I found h a t  the fourth 
F banerv was defecrive, and after replacing it in Zand checking ro make sure thar the 
replacement worked, put all four in F, which then teszed sarisfactorily. Ths last tesr: 
was necessary' because there might have been anorher problem h thc flashlighfit. - 

- .  - 

If each test had taken an hour to ser up, rather than rhe few seconds it rakes to 
replace and tesr a flashlight battery, then iit might have been worrh s c e h g  the fewer 
number of tests. I mention &is because in complex ircrns (such as a large computer, 
a computer p r o m ,  or an airplane navigation sysrem), we can achieve significvlr 
savings in time and money by organizing more efficient tests. 

The principle to follow is this: To the exrent E h a ~  W S M ~  is expensive or time- 
consuming, organize your test plan to secure a ma.xirnum amounr of information 
from each tesr. Ideally, each cest should eliminate a maximum number of likeIy causes 
of h e  problem, if we make -certain simplifying assumptions. Tesdng two batteries in 
one tcsr does that. If h2 light works, we eliminate the two baaeries being tested; if 
it does not work, we might have eliminated the oher batteries as the cause. (But 
remember h a t  &ere might be more than one problem.) 

If resting is expensive; narrow down the possibilities as quickly as possible. 
Suppose char one test will check a whole series of components, and your under- 
standing of the fiznctioning of the whoIe system indicates thar this series might well 
contain the cause. Then it might well be a good idea to use this test, and possibly rule 
out a large number of hypotheses at once. The assumption is that if a whole series of 
components works, then each individud one works and can be eliminated as a possi- 
bIe cause of the malfunction. This is usually a reasonable assumption ta make. . 1 

hypothesis is eliminated by its being found inconsistent with h e  test results, 1 2 

using denial-of-the-consequent reasoning. But there is always the possibiliry chat ir is 
h e  assurnprion thar is faulty, racher &an the hypothesis. \ 

Alternative Diagnostic and ~roubleshoo thg Stta tegies 

Thcre are thrsc basic srrategies. Thc  efficiency srrategy jusr described is especiatlY 1 
appropriate when tesdng is expensive, but requires an experienced insighthl person, 
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especially if an undersranding of the funczioning of the ivhole sysrem is to guidc rlrL. 
selccdon of which subsysrem ro resr first. Wihour such decp insight. u n d e r s t a n c l i ~ ~ ~  
is still required in order to divide the whoiz system inm (usually) equal p21-u~. 
Differential cosr of cesdng, however, is also a faclor- Given WO equally likely subsvs- 
terns, the one to cesr firsr: is usudv h e  one &at: is least expensive to cesr. 

A second approach CO diagnosis and :csdng is h e  one I first menuoned w i c l ~  (hc 
flashlight barreries: sysremaric testing of every component in order, varying onc thillg 

ar a time. If you do not undcnund &c c o d  ssysrem, or if tesdng his  wav is so easy t l l ~ l  

a complex test is nor WO& the trouble, chk  approach might be the bcsr compromise. 
A third approach to troubleshooting and diagnosis is the memury approach. l ' I l i s  

approach depends on &c uoubleshoorer's remembering that  specific symptoms h . 1 ~  
in rhc pasr been associated'with specific c~uscs-  This approach does nor require rhc 
deep expertise of the advanced efficiency approaches, b u ~  is sometimes the mosc h- 
sible. One example of this approach is my habit of automatically replacing chc light 
bulb in a house lamp when, irnmediarciy &er mrning on  the Lighq thcrc is a Hlsh, 
and then h e  Light is inoperative. I remember from experience that  this cornbinarion 
of symptoms has always meanr chat the bulb is burned om. 

Even though this memory smregy is effective, for a limited rmse of siruarjons, 
I would rather leave difficult diaposis and troubleshoodng in the hands of sorncon~ 
with undefi~mding. Such asperson can deal with a widtr range of syrnprorns, includ- 
ing those h a t  deviate slighdv from the parcern chat is memorized and thar might havc 
radically differenr causes. 

In acrud praece, inc b a r  diagnosticians and troubleshooren use dl rhrce srratc- 
gies and combinations thereof, combining &cm as appropriate in a given siruation. 

Perhaps we m i & ~  add a four& snaregy for the person roo ignoranc ro rngasc 
in the simplesr trcublzshooting, especially if the resting might b.; dangerous: Call ill 
an experr. Even here, here  is an imporrant critical thinlung process: applying rhc cri- 
teria of credibitior not only in rhe initial seiccion, but as the services of an expert con- 
tinue to be used. 

bpera ting with Maintenance Specialists: 
kbleshoo ting the Inoperative Radio 

. . .  

Like most of us, I am not compercnt to repair radios and mmv other items I usc in 
daily life. But here arc &ings thar I can do ro help specialists in their diagnoses. For 
example, when I was mainrenance officer for an aviation club, h e r e  were many rhings 
I could do to help the radio specialisrs when a radio rnalfunctioncd. Doing these 
hings often saved the club both time and money, because otherwise the repairer 
would not have found thc problem wirhouc expensive flight tesdng. I t  was imporranc 
that I describe the complaint as h l l y  as possible, staring rhe condirions under which 
h e  mdhnction occurred, nnd those under which it did not occur. 

One dmc a navigational radio nredle becanc inoperative during 2 trip. To keep 
d o w n  costs, we needed co provide chc radio repairer wirh more inhrm;ltiol? rhan iilat.  

We determined and recorded rhs temperature, the altitude, and thc locauon 2nd tic- 
quency of chc-signal source, and cried boch ro reproduce rhc problcrn and ro tind o u t  
when it did not occur. In this case, when we cxpcrimented wirh it on the rrip, the 
problem seemed ro occur with every kcquency ending in .9, 2nd did not occur with 
any other frequency. This was very helpful informarion because the fact thar ir  worked ' 
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on all other kequenci= enabled h e  repairer to eliminate a large number of hypochc- 
ses; and he facr &at &c radio did not work on the frequencies ending wirh .9 sug- 
gested to him a few hypotheses rhar he was then able to narrow down ro one by fur- 
h e r  rests. Ths experimenang on our pan was virmdy at no cosi because rhe airplane 
was flying anvwav , , on its rerurnhome. (In modern aircraft, there are generally a num- 
her of alternate sources of h e  same navigation information; flying was safe in che pre- 
vailing weather conditions.) 

Principles of Diagnosis and Tmubieshooting I 
Although h e  particular straceg in diaposis and uoublcshoodng dspcnds on t h e  
hcts of the sirnation and the expense involved, there are some general principles rhar 
fir into the hypodiesis-tesdng approaches described earlier. Each possible cause cor 
responds ro a hypothesis that explains che malfuncdon. Ruling om hypoheses n u  
rows down the field of possibiliues. 

Do nor memorizc these priiiciplcs. Understand them and pracuce applying r h c  i 

1. Be well-informed. 
2. Do nor assume that new parrs dways work. 
3. If the symptoms arc always assodated with one cause, and you remember 

this, possibly you are in luck. Check this one if testing is inexpensive. Bm 
if t h i s  does not solve tire problem, go an to the n e x  step. 

4. Idendfy as many possible causes of the problem as you can. Each possibi 
cause has an associated hypothesis: namely, that it is the cause of the 
problem. 

5 .  Try to  eliminate as many of the associated hypotheses as you can, gener- 
ally picking rhc most likely ones 6nt (this choice requires experrise). 
When one and onlv one hypothesis remains, it probably represacs thc 
cause, if it was probabk that you identified them all in the fmr place. 
Check it, though. 

6. To &e extent that tesung is expensive, uy to eliminare as many likely 
hyporhcses as possible wiEh each test. If you have the expertise, select th 
most likely subsysrern first, given your undersranding of rhe funcdoning 
of the system. However, if resdng the mosr Likely one is much more 
expensive &an testing a less likely one, you must s d e  a balance. 

7. If che problem does not have a definite set of known possible causes, 
then narrow down h e  problem to a particular sequence or area, study i 
and uy to come up wirh some futther hypotheses. Vary things one ar a 
time to test these hypotheses. When you are operating in unfmiliar ten 

1 

rory, r,hs conservadvc vary-one-thing-ar-a-time testing sua~egy is also 
appropriare. 

8. When turning over the problem to a maintenance person, provide detai 
about h e  simarion, and specify rhe condidons under which the problen 
appeared. If possible, also identify the type of conditions under which d 
problem regularly appears and rhe conditions under which ir does nor 
appear. 

9.  Check every conclusion you draw wich some kind of test. 



Implicit in rhc application of hesc principles to the siruauons I described (and 
others as well) are the eIements of h e  FNSCO approach- The question, '')mar: is the 
defecr?," and the hypothesis, "The fourrh barrery is bad," provided the foci (Fi a t  dif- 
ferent stages in che invcsriyauon. Tbc raons ( R )  included the facrs thar Z did not 
work when a pardcular banery w u  in ir, but did work when the battery was replaced. 
An altcrnadve hypothesis was &at rhc bulb was bad, bur mar was rcfured (I) by its 
working when the barceries were replaced- Criteria of inference ( I )  rhar Z used were 
me crireria of hypothesis resdng (presented earlier in this chaprer). h assumpdon 
made in tesdng complex and crpcnsive-to-test systems is rhar if a whole sequence of 
components work well, h e n  each is dl righr. This assumption also bears o n  infer- 
ence (I). Imporrant sirnational (S) facrors induded h e  expense and time invoked in 
doing rests and h e  extent to which the possible causes of a particular kind of m d -  
hncrion are known. There was no parricular problem wirh dariry ( C )  in rhesc cases, 
although i t  was important for me in reporting to the radio repairer ro knon- the 
meaning of a number of key terms such as f i p e n c y  and omni. Lastly, h e  overview 
(0)  process consisred of checking over my dinking and tfie evidence. 

Summary and Comment 

Diu~nosis, or ~~ub1~shooring,  is an acdviry hat  has the goal of finding our whar is 
wrong with something thar malfunctions- The basic s m e g  is io eliminarc hyiporhe- 
ses tha t  identifi possible causes of h e  problem, to be mehodical abour this, and to 
check the res&. To the extent that the possibic c ~ u s e s  known and ro the csicnt 
thar testing is costly in time or money, methods shot~ld be used that are likelv to rule 
out a large number of hypoheses a t  each tar .  To h e  extent that we know few of h e  
possible causes, a more conservadve vary-one-&kg-ar-a-dme slrategy is appropriate. 
If we have good reason ro believe that one and only one ming can cause h e  svmp- 
tom of the kind reported, select thar. But check i t  out. 

Diagnosis and aoubleshoodng fir under the FRISCO approach to reasoning 
and investigation. All the elemenrs are involved, as are all the critical &inking dispo- 
sirions, especially the disposirions to take into account the total situation, ro try ro be 
weIl-informed, to look for alternatives, to endorse a position only to h e  enenr  thar: 
it is jxstified by the informarion ~vzilable. 

Check-Up 8E 

True or False? 
If fdse,  change it ro make i t  true. Try to do SO in a way that shows thar you undersrand. 

8:40 The reasoning involved in diagnosis or troubleshooting is basically h a r  
of hypothesis testing. 

8:41 In uoubleshooting, it is sometimes a good idea to vary more than one 
. thing at a ti-me* 

8:42 Because you might be wrong about ir, ir: is generally best nor to pru\-idc 
maintenance people with a description of conditions under li~hich chs 
~ m d h n c d o n  regulxlg 3pprars, and those under which it regulariv dots 
not appear. At most, you should tell what ir is rhat is botherins you. 



S:43 In efficienr d i a ~ o s i s  and uoublcshooting (testing a number of com- 
ponents 3t once), the following assumption is generally made: If a 
connected ser of components funcrions correcdy, then each individual 
component: is probably d righ~. 

Medium h e r  
8:44 Supposc you have an ei@-bancry flashlight thar is inopemtivc and 

that you have derermined by putting the batrerics in an othenvise 
functioning flashlighr thac the problem is with the barteries. Also sup- 
pose thar: ic is very easy and quick to rcsr individual batteries. The bat- 
teries in rhe flashlight are in series, that is, h e  operadon of each is a 
necessary condidon for h e  operation of rhc set. Describe an appropri- 
ate straregy 10 locate h e  problem. 

8:45 Suppose &at it suddenly has become very expensive to test batten= 
and that you have the same problem as in 3:44. Describe an efficient 
snategy, assuming that only one banery is bad. 

8:46 Now suppose thar a four-bar te~ flashlighr has been bouncing around 
in &e uunk of a car for two years and is inoperative when you discover 
it. You want ro ger it working again because, as you remember ic, ir is 
basically a good flasMg!nt. You arc re~uctant to rake it to a repair shop 
because the repair shop would charge more than the cost of a new 
one, You have a battery rester and a circuit tesrer ( a  device to cell 
wherher elec.;ricity will readily flow ftom one point to another). You 
dso have an identical flashlight &at works well. Describe in detail the 
szeps you would rake to noubleshoor and fix the inoperative flashli~hr. 
Take the process as f x  as you can. Explain why you do what you do. 

Longer Answer 
8:47 Describe a challenging diagnosis or rroubleshoo~g situation in which 

you have been involved. Assuming that your audience is the member- 
ship of this class, describe and appraise in writing what you did, and 
what ochers did, if others were involved. Be prepared to tell h e  class 
about ir orally. If there are any femres of the situadon or mechanism 
you are ~oubleshooting that are k e i y  to be u m a r  to rhe members 
of h e  class, be sure to include an account of how these things work. 

Brain Taser 
S:45 A noubleshooting brain t e x r  for a rainy weekend: Suppose vou have 

weive pennies, eleven of which weigh h e  same, and one of which is 
off-weight, weighing either more or less than each of the others, bur 
you do not know which. You also have a balance scale, o n  each side of 
which can be placed one or more pennies. The scale will show whether 
the weight on one side is equal to h a t  on the other, or, if one side is 
-heavier, will show which side is heavier. That is all the scale can do. It 
c m o r  be used to read weights. Suppose that it is very expensive to 
operate balance scdcs. Describe how to identie the off-pennv effi- 
cicndy, and ro tt.11 whicher it i i  heavier o r  lighter than each i f t h e  0th 
ers. Unfortunately, the difference in weight is too srnaII for vou to 



derect in any way but with balance scale. If YOU can do this in 
h e e  balancing, you are eli-ble for a hlasrer General-Troubleshooter 
Efficiency Award. 

lriting About Your Results 

In writing abour rhe resuits of your czpcrimcntal, d i a g o s ~ c ,  or rroubicshoodl~~ 
work, rhe primary question ro consider iz "How will h i s  report be mosr usehl  to 
reader of this reporc (who mighr in f a c ~  be you, later on)'" The reporr should ion-  
t i n  the information h e  reader needs to !mow in m&ng future dccisians. 

?ports About Experiments 

Experiments are usually conducred in order to develop knowledge about a ropic, 
such as knowledge about the narure of mcar spoilagc and ways to prcvenr it, or 
knowledge about the hemrors that affecr the lexning of criticd rh ink in~ .  rUthouah 
sandad forms for such reports vary from Geld ro field, terrain sorts of d~ings sencr- 
JlIy should appex in such reporrs. Thcsc include rhe idendficadon of the qucsrion or 
hypothesis, including dehitions of key Terms; a discussion of the significance ofrhe  
question or hvpothesis; a review of prior work in &c area, on wlfich the cspcrimen- 
td results should build; a dcscripdon of h e  procedures used, inc!uding m c ~ o d s  of 
measurement if these are not obvious; a report of results; a discussion of thcl results, 
including their beving on the hypothesis and the quesdon, and including your con- 
dusion; sugsestions for further research; and an absuacr, which generally appears ar 
the be$nning. When you wrire a repon of your experiment, these items michr C pro- 
vide an outline and be useful as subheadings, bur h e y  should bc adjirsted to fir h e  
field of your work and the likelv interests of your reading audience. 

It is important to prepare a written report of some kind. Otherwise, d.lc work 
is Likely to be lost. Even the resulrs of erperirncndny you do for ).our own inter- 
ests are likely to be at least parridly iosr, even to you. Most people cannor keep such 
chings fully in their memories. 

Because actual reporr: orsanization justifiably differs in firmar from field ro 
field, I cannot provide mush more general adlice, but do urge you to read J. nurnbcr 
of reports in your field before p u  write yours. Perhaps you wi11 want to m ~ k e  some 
changes in the standard form for the field- This is besr approached from 3 knowlsd~c - 
of standard practices and their strengrhs and wed-cnesses. 

?parting the Results of 
fagnosis and Troubleshooting 

Reporrs of results of rroublcshooting tend CO be much shorrer than reports of exper- 
iments. pe rha~s  because h e  results are asudlv . .. of inreres: to a much smaller audicncc, 
perhaps only the person whose body is being diasnoscd or whosr na.ci:l;lnism is r h r  
objecr of rhs uoublesl:oodn_e. The results usually do not have gencrd ipplicncio~l, 
bur here  usually should still be a rcporr when the rcsitlts arc signifis~nr, as in tilt 

repair of a c3r or h e  diaynosis and rrcauncnt of cancer. Such a rcporc hc!~s us ro \-ran- 
dle rec-urrences of the sympcomz acd t~ assess rhe adequacy of the t r e z r r r r : ~ ~  or rcpair. 
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Such reporrs d w a ~ s  should describe rhc remedial action taken, if any, such as 
"Fiiter $3045 or "Methocarbomyl prescribed." Ir is also desirable t h a t  tcsa 
be adminisrered and their results described. The dates of h e  tests and the remedid 
action u e  essendal. Descnpuon of h e  original symptoms is also imporranr s o  that 
others can assess the appropriareness ofthe resrs and can check on diagnosis. Can 
you think of any other essendd items? 

Check-Up 8F 

Longer Answer 
S:49 Write a report of h e  resulrs of an experiment, preferably one you have 

done. Describe your inrendcd audience. Use rhc subheadings sus- 
gesred in *c :  rext, unless you have good reason CO do ir differendv. 

8 5 0  Wrice up the resdn of some rroublahooting or diagnosis you have 
done. Describe your audience and the situadon. Cover rhc topics men- 
tioned in the texr, unless you have good reason to do i t  differentlv. If 
feasible, assume diar you are dokg it for pay and submit a biu char jus- 
tifies your charge, probably combining your repon and your justifica- 
tion of your charses. 

Chapter Summary 

In reasoning about experiments, we make assumptions of at  least nvo kinds. One is 
tkar h e  experiment was done c a r e M ~  and well. An assumption about comparability 
is of dGs kind. The other kind of assumption in reasoning about experiments involves 
rhe way things happen- Even though there is nor: a sharp h e  bcnveen the r t v ~  kinds 
of assumptions, ir is helpful to ask yolxself about each. Because of rhe assumptions 
inevitably made in drawing a conclusion fkom an investigation, it is important that we 
be familiar with the subject maner of the investigation. - - 

In simplified form, h e  reasoning to rejecr a hypothesis is deducrive and has nvo 
sreps: a denying-rhs-consequent srcp, which produces a denial of the conjuncrion of 
a hypothesis and a set of assumpuons; and a nep affirming one part of a denied con- 
junction, which produces a denial of h e  hypohesis but depends on h e  acceprmce 
of h e  assumptions. 

The reasoning to accept a hypothesis should adhere to the following fout crite- 
ria; tfie first duce are ideal necessary conditions, the fourth a desirable condidon: 

1. The hypothesis should explain some facts, given reasonable assumptions. 
2. Other possible explanauons should be inconsistcnr with facrs, given rea- 

sonable assumpuons. 
3. The hypothesis should not  be inconsiscerlt with any facts, given reason- 

able assumptions. 
4. The hypothesis should be plausible. - 

Overwhelming satisfaction of these crireria (assuming that  W% have made a 
srrong effort to dcvclop plausib lr alcer,native hypotheses) gives us proof beyond a rea- 
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sonable doubt. ~f m drernative plausible hypothesis remains, then we should nor 
endorse the original hvpochcsis. 

Generalizing from t he  resuln of a few vxelrperimenrs ro a large populxion is a topic 
reserved ibr the ne?rt chapter. However, represenmtiveness is ;m irnportanr: sonsideradon. 

In planing and executing an expcnmznd kvesnsa~on, we shoukd conuoi the 
variables to the exrent that h is  is feasible- Generally this means rhe toilowivlng: Thc 
variable o r  vari~bles h a t  are not being deliberately varied to sec their effecr should be 
held consrmt. One way to make sure rhzc &s goups srarr out rhc same is KO ass ip  
members ar nndom to the experirnennl and control ~ O U ~ S .  Other w v s  of ensuring 
comparabiliry are often needed because random mignment is in manv situations not 
achievable- If t h e  experiment compares somerhhg wirh rhe same chins ar another 
time, given the inuoducrion-of one (or pernaps more) experimencd variables, rhen 
the  other variables should bz held constant 5 o m  one observation to the nexr. 

Connoling the variables has the fincrion of ruling out alternative hypotneses 
(thar is, satisfving criterion #2). If there is no other difference benveen W O  g o u p s  
being compared, then dternadve hypotheses rhar require such differences are ruled o u t  

Diagnosis, or uoubleshoodng, is an acdvicy char has chc goal of findin, our 
whar is wrong w i h  some body or piece of equipment that malfunctions. Hypothesis 
testing reasoning applies to diagnosis and aoublshooting, but  pracricd concerns 
such as expense and dmc are imionanr. Tothe'extent that the malhncuon has a def- 
inite number of possible causes, we can be e%ciem in resting (and save money, if test- 
ing is expensive) by checking a combinadon of components all together. To &c 
extenr: rh3t we are nor sure of the possible causes, a v~y-one-tfiing-lt-a-time s m t e g  
is scnerallv appropriate. The basic straregy is 10 rule our mure  and morc possible 
causes of the malhnction, that is, to rule out hypothcscs. 

W e n  someone else is diagnosing or noubleshoocing on our bchaif, i t  is good 
ro be able to provide tbar person wirh a description of h c  condidons under which 
h e  malhnc~on occurred, and even bener to provide thc conditions under which it  
regularly occurs and those under which it regularly does not occur. This enables h e  
person more effecrively to ruIe our: alternact: hypotficsrs. IWI; case, a rncthodical 
procedure and a check ofthe resuits are essendal. 

&l the elements of &c FRISCO approach apply to experimental reasoning, diag- 
nosis, and troubleshooting. Assumption idennficarion and application of hypothesis- 
testing criteria can fit into the ' The appiication of observation and credibiiitv-of- 
sources criteria fin inro the R of the FlUSCO approach. The sicuadon ( S ) ,  &riV 
( C ), focus ( F ) ,  and overview ( 0 )  are also essential. 

When you report the resulfs of your experirnentauon, diagnosis, or uouble- 
shooun_e, focus on what your autiicnce needs to know. FoI10w the standard format 
for the field unless you have good reason to do othsrwjse, bur in any case, bc clcar. 

Suggested Answers for Chapter 8 

Check-Up 8A 
3:1 E: 8 :  T 8:3 T 8:4 T 
8:1 The control group is the group nor cxpascd to rhc cxpcrimcnml fat- 

tors, but supposci!ly oc i~rr~visc  thc same as rhr experimental Sroup. 



CHAPTER 8 
- 

The seeds in the empv dry open jar. 
Not very good, but oat terrible either, assuming a srudenr wirh a 
level of sophisticanon for which rhe crperimcnr wouid bc inreresr- 
ing. One diffjculq was that the student &d not avoid conrarnina- 
tion of the earth with another possible facror, water. Some orher 
difficdues are char ody one source of ear& was used, which might 
have been special, and h a t  only one b o d e  and Iocadon were 
used, possibly dso special. Furhermore, we have no assurance 
that h e  bodes were dean. Bur d.le control group did receive 
roughly the same trckment as h e  experimental group, cscepr for. 
what he assumed was the pure experirncnral creamenc. The use of 
a control group is for many people a great step forward. 

The heating of &c sod ruined its seed germinaung power. 
Fairiy good ar: an elementary level. She did separare the soil and 
moisture variables, something hat was not done in dlr previous 
expenmenr. But she did not secure samples of soil and warer from 
different sources, so the resdr: might have been anributable to the 
peculiarides of h e  water and soil used. She also did not guard 
against h e  hypothesis in w. 
Do a similar experiment, but use a variety of sources of soil and 
water and add another set of seeds to be planred in soils that are 
healed the same way and then wet a@n. 

The firsr ten caughr rni&t be the weakest. 
That there was a cancer-producing substance accidenrallv available 
to the experimental racs during the U1n;ilighr treament, and ir: 
was earen by them- 
If they had used just two rats, the experimenral rat rnighc have , 

been going to ser cancer myway, jusr by chance. 
If all rwenty rats- had been exposed to Ulnralighr and had con- 
tracred cancer, but there had been no control group, then any 
number of other things that dso.happened to the esperimenral 
rats might have caused the cancer. For example, the food h e y  ate 
might have been cancer-producing. 
Yes, it is f%dy good. There was random assignrnenr to expenmen- 
td and control groups, equal rreaunent of rrpcrimental and con- 
trol groups (except for the experimental condition), and a fairly 
good number of subjects. 

That the snrdenrs in the first class presured their parents to go to 
the game. 
No. There were coo many alrernarive explanations of the resulrs. 
Yes. Two suggestions: Do a survey of h e  WO classes' parents' 
amendance before she bcgan disuibutiilg the information about 
the ream, in order to check the initial iornparabi i i~  of rfac cuperi- 
mental and conrrot groups. Secure the informxion direcd\f horn 
rhe parcnts. ( ~ c r h a ~ s  rhs siudenrs were jusr trying to please her.) 
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8:9 Deiiberately nor included. 
8: 10 Check vourseIE Be a t r e n i x  to comparability of esperimzntal and con- 

crol groups, ro seeing ro ir: h a t  the  groups receive h e  intended treat- 
msnrs onlv, and CO minimizing che possibiliy of plausible zlternative 
explanarions of the results. 

Check-Up 3B 
8:1 l F 8:12 F 8:13 T 8:14 F 8:15 F 
8:lI A depcndenr variable is one the investigator observes ro sec fhr effect, 

if any, of varying the inde~endent variable. 
S:13 Change ccrrain to like& 
8:l4 One advantage of control-group experimenration is t h a t  if: usuaitv is 

able to rule out rime- rejated cxpIananon facrors. 
S:15 "is verv imporrant, even if. . . . n 

S:16 F: The conclusion is, "Triple-X Fuel Miser saves her." 
lk The first four senrences are fie reasons. We are assuming them ro 

be m e ,  but: if h e  source is selling Tnple-X Fuel  miser, here is at 
leasr some :round for suspicion of &e evidence. 

l: Some alternatives h a t  occur to me are these: 

He took a long trip a k r  adding Triple-X Fuel Miser, where% all pre- 
vious mileage determinadons were based on local drivin~.  C- 

The carburetor suddenly started to fundon  better. 
He failed ro fill &cr tank lasr time. 

So, I do nor fed rhar the conclusion is established. The orher possible 
expImations are not ruled our and are plausible possi3ilities, 
S :  The siruauon is insufficizndv described. There is no way I can  ell 

whether thc narraror has a conflicl: of interesr. I do nor know why 
h e  narrator is giving us rhis information. And I do not know who 
rnisht have been monitorins rhc esperimenr. However, I: have some 
relevmt information about the simadon: If there were a fuel ad&- 
uve rhat could make a significmr difference, then I would expect 
chc automobile companies ro make a fuss abour'its nor being in h e  
fuel in the first place. Ir is in the interest of rhe auromobiie compa- 
nies for gasoline mileage to be good. But they have nor made a hss.  
So h e  proposed conclusion is inconsistent with this inhrmation 
about aucomo bile companies' motivation. 

C: The words seem clear. 
0: hfrer review I still feel thar: the first alrernative hypothesis is such a 

plausible possibiliry thar: I should not accept the conclusion. 

8: 17 Deliberately not included. 
8:15-8:20 tTp CO you. 

- 

5:2 1 Omir one at a rime (five rests). Results: C 2nd D are necessary; h and 
B, and E nor: ncccssarv. Trv , . only C and D together (chc sisrh TCS~). 

- Rcsuit: C and D are iloc bv chsmselvtls sufficient. Try C 2nd D 
rogsther wirh each of A, B, and E (three more tests, mahng nine in 
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all). Raulr: CDA works, CDB works, CDE does nor, work. Conclusion: 
C and D are each n e c e s s q  and C and l3 and either ,4 or B are joindy 
sufficient. E is nor a haor- 

'Check-Up 8C 
8 3 2  F 8:23 T 524 T 8:25 T 8:26 F 8 2 ' 7  F 
8:2S T 
8:22 Random assigmcnr of subjects is an assignrnenc in which each has an 

equal chance of being in ciEher group. 
8:26 Change rimer CO ~omtzimes. 
8 2 7  Change should niwoyr be CO is of t en  berr. 

8 9 9  and 8:30 Dcliberatcly nor induded. Be sure io be anendvc to rhe meaning of 
rhe concl~isions (rhc C in W C O ) ,  cspecially for S:30. Your ivdua- 
don will depend heavily on your interpretation. 

Check-Up 8D 
8:31 T 8:32 F 8:33 F 8134 T 8.35 T 
8 3 2  Omit more tban m. 
8 5 3  If the resdw turn out o&erwise &an predicted, then h e  hporhesis or 

one of the assurnprions is probably false. 
3:36 a. One possibiliry: ~ifferencei  in personalides of &c reachcrs. 

b. One possibility: Teacher pcnonaliry differences did nor affccr stu- 
dents' violence proneness. 

c. No, because che differences in rhe reachers' penonaiities might 
well have accounted f-br rhe results, as might h e  differences in h e  

way thw handled the subject maner. 

8 3 7  Defibenrely not included. 
8:38 I shall assurnc char the euperimenral group meat W-S not contaminated 

with poison &er it was assigned to the flasks to be covered. If chis and 
certain other assumpdons are correcr, and if sponraneous generation 
occurred in ihc conrrol group, then there would have been maggots in 
rhe covered mear. Bur h e r e  were none. So it is not true boih thac rhe 
spontaneous generation occurred in rhr control group 2nd h z t  the 
assumptions are true. There is p o d  reason to believe that the assump- 
dons zre true. Therefore, sponraneous generation did noc occur in the 
control group- 

8:39 This one is yours. 

Check-Up SE 
8:40 T 8:41 T 8:42 F 8:43 T 
8:42 Change Becattse to Even thoz&. Omit h e  f i r s  not. Change mort io lens. 
8:M Idend+ all batteries by making nvo separare lines of barteries, or some 

~ r h e r  way Puc seven of thc good b ~ c c r i e s  in the good flasashlighc, and 
chcck the ones From the bad group one at a time, being very careful co 
keep usck of rhos  rhar have been checked and found C eoqd, keeping 
then1 scpamts from chose rhar have been checked and found bad. 
When finished, rcpiace de lccrive bat~erics with supposedly good oncs, 
keeping track of &c replaccnlcnrs, md check the whole group togchcr. 
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8:45 Here is one possible speci6~ procedure: Identify each group of batter- 
ies as before. Put four b-nerics known m be good in the hncrioning 
flashlighr and add four barreries %om the set conrainins - one or more 
defecuve barreries. If rhe flashli$t hncrions, put chr tested barrericls 
aside and label them ~ o o d  or put them in a special place for ~ o o d  bat- 
teries; label h e  other f o ~ r  as X batteries. If the flashlight does nor  
function, label the four jusr-tested batteries as X batreriss. 

Now rest h e  Xser by raking two of its members and putcing rhem 
in the funcrioning flashlighr cogerher with six batteries kno~vn ru be 
wad. If h e  flshlight h c r i ~ n s ,  label these W O  p o d  or put them in the 2 

special place for good barteries, labeting the other nvo as Y batrcrrirs. 
If the flashlishr does noc function, label hese two just-tested ba~ r r r i c s  
as Y batreries. We now h o w  that tbe defective batrery is in rhr Y srr. 

Notv with seven good barteries in rhe funcdoning flashlight, test 
one of the Tbatceries. If h e  flasMi&r functions, then the ofher T 
bartery is the defeaive one. If the flzi~hlight does not funcrion, then 
this T banery is the defective one- We have now located the defecrive 
battery with three tesrs. We should hen  tesr t h e  rota1 set with the 
defective one replaced, j~ to be sure. That. makes four tests. 

8:46 There are a number of ways to =~uble.~hoot a flashiighc like this, bur 
here is an overall scheme &at would guide me. First, I would shake 
the inoperative flashli+t (J) to see whether the  whole system could 
h a i o n .  If it works, th is  would be an efficient quick tesi of the bulb, 
all rhe barteries, and h e  inte*~ of much of the system, narrowing 
down the problem to  a loose connection somewhere. 

Ba~er ies .  If Fdoes not work, I would my d rhe bancries from F in 
the flashlight h a t  does work (2). If Zworks, then I have eliminated 
four possible causes (the four bamties) of rhe problem. If Z does not 
work, h e n  I would probably check the batteries one ar a time in Z --  

with three batreries from G then X would replace the barrcrv (or bat- 
rcries) I discover ro be defecrive and out Fwirh the resi t ing U ser of 
batteries. I would nor use the WO-battery-at-a-dme tesr procedure 
because the one-at-a-erne procedure is simpler and alrnosr: as r s v  ro 
use. In any case, I will make sure that batreries arc installed in h e  
dirccdon shown in a diagarn inside the flashlight. If no diagram is 
given, I will make sure char che elecnical path throush the barteries is 
all in rhe  same direction (from bump end to flat end, for example). 

Bdb. Assuming h a t  the batreries are alf right bur: that it suil does 
not work, I would cest rhe bulb next because rhar is dso m casv proce- 
dure. To do his, I would put PS bulb in 2. If it work;, rhcn  will p u t  
i t  back in F. If it does not work, 1 will try 2 ' s  bulb in F. If it works, 
then I: wiI1 buv a new bulb, put i t  in one of the tlashliqhts, and check i t ,  

~ l c c t m ' c i l  connrcriuns. If F stiil does not  work, I will inspccc rhe 
inrerior of F to rry to figcre our rhe sfccrrical path bccausr clectricitv 
must g o  from one end of rht. barrery scr through rht: s\ilirih ancl bulb 
back to tllc ochcr end of bar~cry  scr. I will make surf rh;tt concast is 
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made at all places. I will inspect for corrosion on the contacrs, probd 
bly scrape the  c o n = a  anyway, and check E: Assume thar i t  sdlI does 
not work- 

Switch. I: haye now climinaced baneries, h e  bulb, lack of concacr 3; 
visible points, and corrosion on the visible contacts as possible causes 
ofthe rndhcr ion ,  and have probably narrowed it down to h e  
swi~ch. I will check bob sides of the switch with the circuit tesrer in 
various swirch posidons- If ic shows no through passage U of clecrricitv 
(an 'open") ar d n v i ~ ~ h  positions, h e n  the problrm is very probabh 
in the switch, 

The besx I know for dealing with a flashlight switch is ro spray 
tuner spray on the swirch and work it back and forth. M e r  doing &L, 
I will uy F again- I hope that it works because I do nor know m eco 
nomicd way to replace a ff ashlight switch. 

Surm. in doing this trouble~ho~dng, I nicd to rule out possible 
causes, as many as I could, as quickIy as I could. 

Norr. In addition to noubleshoodng and diagnosing strareg, I 
nceded to know sorneding about batreries, bulbs, switches, elecuici 
and runer spray, showing the hponance  of knowledge abour and 
undersranding of rhc field in which you are working. if you 'have m 
bic following t h i s  example because of unfamrliariry w i h  the maicrial 
I apologize and hope rhar, even so, you understand the noubleshoo 
ing and diagnosing strategies I used sufficiently for you to use h e m  
an area you do understand. 

5:47 Remember m pay anendon 10 the principles of troubleshooung and  
the criteria for hypothesis testing. 

8:48 If I tell you h e  answer, ir ~ 4 l l  noc be a bnin teaser. However, if vou 
redly feel chat you need 2 hint, rend on- Otherwise, srop reading no 
and go back to working on the reaser. The first balancing should be 
four against C four, selected ar random. Hcrc is another hinr: Try to 
develop some principles by working with a smaller group, perhaps 
four, seeing how efficiend!? you can locate the off-penny in a g o u p  
thar size. Then apply these principles to the teaser, or invcnr and apl 
similar principles. 

S:49 and 8 5 0  Up to you, but show it to a fiend or associate 10 get reactions. 
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Why is Evaluating Sources Problems about How We Think about 

Skillfully Important? Sources 
- - 

We find out about many things without wit- 
nessing them ourselves, i.e., we rely on others as 
sources of information. We read about t k g s  in 
newspapers and magazines that we did not 
observe ourselves. We hear about events on 
television. Other people tell us about things that 
they've witnessed directly, but we didn't. 

We also rely on other sources for more special- 
izedinformation. Wesometimesconsultsources 
for technical and/or general. information that 
we may not be in a position to venfy ourselves, 
like the usefulness of certain medications in 
treating illnesses or the correct translation of a 
foreign language passage. 

The reliability of suchinfonnation is extremely 
important to us. We often rnake key decisions 
based on it. We get certain medications for ill- 
nesses based on what a physician says. Wemake 
travel plans based on information we get from 
others. Misinformation in these contexts can be 
costly indeed. People are often surprised to find 
out how much information we get from other 
sources and how mu& we depend on its being 
reliable. 

l* 

Problems about Sources of 
Information 

Unfortunately, we sometimes do get &in- 
formation from others. Deliberate deception or 
distortion is one source of misinformation. How- 
ever, sometimes well-meaning people who are 
unaware of the inaccuracy of their information 
pass it on to us. They may make hasty judg- 
ments themselves, or theb sources m y  not be 
sufficiently reliable. Sometimes a person's bi- 
ases transform what they hear into subtle changes 
of meaning that are then unwittingly communi- 
cated from person to person. Rumors are ex- 
treme examples of misinformation transmitted 
by a number of people who are often influenced 
by such factors. 

One common problem in the way we handle 
information is that we often don't question our 
sources. Even i€ we do question a source, we 
may rely on just one or two factors to establish 
the source's credibility. In some instances, we 
accept a person as a reliable source because he or 
she seems honest. h other cases, if the source 
has expertise in a field, we assume that the 
information he or she provides must be accu- 
rate. However, we know that people who seem 
honest, or who have expertise in a field, may 
have biases or vested interests. They may be 
uncritical themselves in accepting information 
WE& they pass on to us. Often if a witness 
describesanevent atwhichhe or she waspresent, - 

people accept that witness as credible. An ac- 
count published in a newspaper or book is con- 
sidered reliable by some people just because it 
appears in print. These reasons for accepting 
reliability are risky oversimpliffcations. 

These defaults in our thinking about sources 
of information are summarized in figure 12.L 

COMMQN DEFAULTS IN OUR THINKING 
ABOUT SOURCES OF INFORMATION 

1. We accept information from sources without 
. asking whether they are reliable. 

2. We use information about only a small number 
of factors'to make judgements about the - 
reliability of sources. 

Figure 12.1 
. "  . 

To gather accurate information, we must ex- 
ercise skillful discrimination about the informa- 
tion we are given. We can try to do this by 
confirming the information ou~selves. However, 
when we have no direct access to the hforrna- 
tion, we must judge the credibility or reliability 
of the sources of the information in order to be 
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able to judge its accuracy. Evaluating a source 
can, indeed, be done with care and skiU. 

How Do We Determine the 
Credibility of a Source 
Skillfully? 
Types of Sources. h y  person, publication, 

or other medium of communication can be a 
source of information. When the information 
we receive is important, we should take note of 
who or what the source is. The source could be 
a f d y  member, a friend, a teacher, a salesper- 
son, someone who witnessed an event, a news- 
paper article, an encyclopedia, a new book, an 
advertisement, or a W show. 

There are basic ways we classify such sources 
that have bearing on their credibility. The infor- 
mation may be secondhand (secondary), or it 
may be firsthand source (primary). Generally, 
we tend to trust primary sources more than 
secondary sources. This, however, doesnot mean 
that secondary sources are untrustworthy. If the 
source is a secondary source, we should aka 
fmd out where he or she got the infonnation and 
try to trace it back to its primary origins. Then 
we should inquire about the primary source. 

)Determining Reliability 

What else can we find out that would support 
or count against a source's credibility? impor- 
tant factors include reputation, past history in 
providing reliable and accurate information, 
the person's expertise, the datedness of the in- 
foraation, the procedures used in gathering it, 
and the vested interests of those relating the 
information. 

Eyewihess accounts are a special case of pri- 
mary source information based on direct obser- 
vation- In this instance, the conditions of obser- 
vation, the use of observation-enhancing instru- 
ments, the person's expectations of what he or 
she is seeing, and when the report was recorded 
are all important. 

We should apply the same principles to our- 
selves as sources of information. When we in- 
tend to communicate information to others, we 
c& and should plan out how we acquire the 
tinfornation to be sure of its accuracy. When w e  
plan and prepare observation reports, for ex- 

mple, we should be concerned with the same 
factors we take into account when we assess the 
reiiability of others as sources of information. 
While we may attend to some of these factors 
naturally, like putting our glasses on before we 
observe things, we should also think abou t other 
factors that we often don't consider. For ex- 
mple, we should make sure that we know 
enough about what we are observing before- 
hand so that we don't rnisname or misdescribe 
it. Weshould also make sure that we write down 
or otherwise record what we observe at the time, 
rather than waiting until later when we mi&t 
&remember. 

Others develop confidence in us as reliable 
sources when we explain how we acquire our 
information. Describing how we make our ob- 
servations or exp1-g any experimental pro- 
cedures we use helps others to judge o w  reli- 
ability as observers- References to other reliable 
sources from whom we got our idornation &O 

builds aedibility. Indeed, these are standard 
procedures in the natural and social sciences for 
establishing a source's credibility. 

Sometimes we get information about one of 
the factors that influence credibility. We may 
find out, for example, that  an individual who 
provides some important information on a cur- 
rent matter may have not given accurate infor- 
mation in the past* His past record casts some 
doubt on whether he is a reliable source for the 
&formation he is providing now. However, it 
would be a mistake to conclude that he is an 
unreliable source of the present information 
and that his report is inaccurate. An error in the 
past is not sufficient support for meliability in 
the present. 

Similariy, it is a mistake to think that because 
someone is an expert in a field, his or her judg- 
ment -. .- must be accurate. Experts often disagree 
and may have vestedinterests orbiases, whether 
or not they ahowledge these biases, which can 
color and distort the information they provide. 
To have good reasons for thinking that a source 
is reliable or unreliable on a specific occasion, all 
factors must be weighed and a pattern of sup- 
port for or against a source's reliability must be 
established. 

When all factors have been considered and 



the credbdity of a source remains uncertain, 
one way to elevate the credibility of the source is 
to  seek out other sources. If these additional 
sources are reliable and independently combo- 
rate what the initial source tells us, that consen- 
sus can raise the credibility of the information. 

Even without independent corroboration, w e  
can still make judgments of relative reliability. If 
there were five witnesses to an automobile acci- 
dent, determining which factors were present 
and which were not may suggest that one of 
these witnesses is morelikdy to give usaccurate 
information than the others. One person may 
have been dose 'to the accident and in full view 
of it, wlule others may have had an obstructed 
view or have been attending to something else 
at the time. W e  may not guarantee that 
the first person is giving us an absolutely accu- 
rate description of what happened, there is a 
better chance that his or her account is more 
accurate than the others, all other things being 
equal. Of course, corroboration by additional 
wihesses cari provide further support for the 
credibility of one or another of these accounts. 

Took for Determining the Reliability 
of Sources 

A good way to make informed judgments 
about the reliability of sources is to deveiop a 
checklist of important factorsto guide our search 
for information about the source. To exercise 
care in our judgments of reliability, we should 
W about all the factors on our checklist- Such 
a checklist can also be used to plan what we 
ourselves should do to become a reliable source 
of.information. 

The thinking map in figure 12.2 for evaluating 
the reliability of sources contains a checklist of 
this sort. It is useful when we don't know much 
about the source. If the idonnation is an obser- 

* vation -report, the more specialized map for 
determining the accuracv of an observation, 
depicted-h figure 12.3, c& be used. 

These thinking maps cart guide us in making 
judg&nts about sources in any field. This, how- 
ever, does not imply that if you are a good 
source of information or a good observer in one 

.field, you'll be a good source or observer in 
others. You wouldn't expect a person with ex- 

EVALUATING THE RELIABILITY 
OF SOURCES SKILLFULLY 

1. What IS considered the source of the infor- 
mation being considered? 

2. List the factors present that are relevant to 
the reliability of the source in the following 
categories: 

Published? 
Date? 
Reputation of publication? 
Kind of publication (e.g., report, 
fiction)? 

Author? 
Expertise? 
Bias or distorting point of view? 
Special interest? 
Primary or secondary? 

If secondary. the reliability of any 
other sources the information is 
derived from? 
If primary, the other relevant 
factors, e.g., equipment used? 

Corroboratiodconfirmation? 

3. Weigh the factors present and make a I/ judgement d reliability based on them. 

Figure 12.2 

pertise in medicine to be able to observe a mal- 
function in an automobile engine with the reli- 
ability of an auto mechanic, unless t he  medical 
expert is also knowledgeable about automobile 
repair. Expertise in a field is a criterion of accu- 
racy and reliability as a source and can vary 
from field to field. In using the checklists on 
these maps, interpret "Expertise" and "Back- 
ground" to mean "h the field within which the 
information is contained." 

The graphic organizer in figure 12.4 can be 
used to assess either secondary or primary 
sources of information. Write relevant ques- 
tions from the thinking map in the boxes under 
"Questions" to guide you in searching for infor- 
mation about the source. The items that you put 
in the "Questions" boxes can be derived from 
either the reliable sources or accuracy c;f obser- 
vation checklists, depending on whether or not 
the source is an observer. 



Figure 12.3 

,..,.:.. - .... .. ... .,. - .... -.. , . .  

DETERMINING THE ACCURACY 
4 OF AN OBSERVATION 

i 1 .  Which of the following features of the ob- 3 
! server, observation, and report are present in 

this case? : 

Observer: 
Background? l 

Qualifications? 
Usual reliability? 

1 

i 
Free of bias? 
State of mind? i 

- As you gather information about the source, 
write it in the "Womtion" box. Put a plus or 
 us next to it, depending on whether the 
infogation counts in favor of or against reli- 
ability. This process creates an informed profile 
of the source. Based on this profile, make your 
determination of the reliability of, meliability 
of, or your uncertainty about the source. Usu- 
ally, lack of information about corroboration 
and a mixture of other relevant information 

i 

. 
i 

Figure 12.4 

t 
Physical ability to observe (eyesight. i 
etc-)? I 

Capacity to observe (proximity, i 
direction. free of distraction)? 
Expectatio&point of view? 

1 
Vested interest in having audience 
believe the report? 

1 
Conduct of the observation: 

i~ 
i -  

Frequency? I 
Equipment? 

Strength or accuracy? 
Condition? 

i 
l: 

HOW operated? i 

Date and location? 1 
Replicated? 
Observation conditions? 

Report: 
How soon after the observation? 
Details (drawings, photographs, 
graphs)? 
Language and findings expressed 
objectively? 

Corroboration: 
By others? 
By me? 

2. When you weigh these factors, how 
would you judge the  observation to be? 

;..: ,.: .';.:2::~,~: .,.,. :.< - . -. .:>..:. . :e+>c.;.;;.;$<:<F:+!>: . , , , , , . ., .,;.:*.+..:,:,:, ..=,. : .>>?..,., :.:::<v>-<:.x.:;$ .;.;.: <;<<. :+*.:.:, .A..!.:?,,.: .>:: 

about the source, some of which counts for and 
some of which counts against reliability, should 
lead you to be uncertain about a source's cred- 
ibility. Corroboration by an independent source 
of good repute can eliminate his uncertainty. 
On the other hand, in cases of such uncertainty, 
if other credible sources conflict wi+K rhe one 
you are considering, this should lead you to 
judge that the source is not reliable. 

Haw Can We Teach Students to 
Evaluate Sources Skillfully? 
The goal of teaching students to evaluate 

sources skitlfully is to encourage them to raise 
questions about reliability when appropriate 
and then to attend to-the significant factors in 
judging reliability. It is not enough simply to ask 
students which sources among a given sample 
are most reliable. Challenge students to art ia-  
late their reasons for accepting or rejecting a 
source's reIiabdity in the context of their under- 
standing of the kind of indoma tion they need to 
make  at judgment. Make the processbi evalu- 
ating.sources explicit through the frequent use 
of the language of the skiU, the thinking map, 
and explicit graphic organizers to guide your 
students as they respond to these challenges- 

Contexts in the Curriculum for 
Lessons about the Reliability of 
Sources 

Textbooks, teachers, and other resource people 
that your students learn from are sources of 
information- However, the best contexts for les- 



sons on the reliability of sources are those in 
which an authentic issue about reliableinfonna- 
tion relates to curricular content. h general, 
here  are four sorts of instances which provide 
rich contexts for reliable sources lessons: 

Sources disagree abouf infinnation students 
are learning. For example, different texts 
may give different accounts of historical 
events. Sources may also disagree about 
whether or not certain foods have nutri- 
tional or medicinal value or whether cer- 
tain chemicals are harmful to the environ- 
ment. 
Obsmafion reports and m~asurmmts  some- 
times conflict, reflect questionable procedures, 
or r w e ~ l  something surprising. For example, 
laboratory reports from students in science 
classes or measurements made in math- 
ematics often differ widely. Observation 
accounts of social conditions in texts also 
sometimes vary. 
Thue is a variety of sources of dijk-ing qualify 
available for student writing, reference, or re- 
search le-g-, in the school libray). For ex- 
ample, the library may contain popular- 
ized, outdated, and more recent informa- 
tion on topics you ask your students to 
write about. 

People or fictional characfers sfudenis learn 
abouf have relied on certain sources to make 
decisions. For example, various controver- 
sial historical events may -involve problem- 
atic information (e.g., "Custer's last stand," 
Colurnbus' observation reports of "hdi- 
ans" ). Characters in children's stories often 
act hastily without thinking about their 
sources (e.g., in Hansel and GreteI or Hmny 
Penny). 

Numerous specific contexts in the K 4  cm- 
riculum for such reliable sources lessons are 
provided in the menus at the end of this chapter 
(pp. 382-84). 

QUESTIONS ABOUTTHE RELIABILITY 
OF A SOURCE OF INFORMATION 

anEsT1oIG -S OF OUESIlONS 
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Figure 12.5 

and accurate observation and ask them to use 
these as a ,p.ide, making a List of relevant factors 
they discover about a particular source. You can 
prompt students' consideration of these factors 
by direct questions about the source, which you 
formulate yourself based on these maps. 

Whenever possible, however, we recommend 
deriving maps for determining the reliabihty of 
sources from the students' own comments about 
a specific example. This inductive approach to 
learning the skill is featured in the sample les- 
sons in this handbook In conducting a lesson in 
this way, the teacher asks students to generate 
questions they would ask about sources and to 
categorize the questions into types of questions 
that onewould ask about any source. This check- 
list can then be transformed into a thinking map 
for the skill. The graphic organizer in figure 12.5 
is useful in conducting an inductive lesson of 

Two Approaches in Teaching . this sort; 
Students to Determine the Reliability 

@I the left side of this graphic organizer stu- 
of Sources 

dents should list auestions thev would want to - - - - - - - - 

YOU may choose to use a direct approach in have -wered order to the reli- 
teaching this skill- For example, you c a n  give ability of the source. For example, to assess the 
students the thinking maps for reliable sources 



accuracy of information in an article from a 
science magazine, students may list such que- 
tions as "What is the background and training 
of the author?" "Is the author usually reliable in 
gving mformation?" and "What is the reputa- 
tion of the magazine in which the article ap- 
peared?" 

Next, the students should group the ques- 
tions into types, wl-tich they label on the short 
horizontal lines. They then connect the lines 
that the questions are on with the vertical line 
under the label. For example, "About the AU- 
thor" might be listed on the first horizontal line 
under "Types of Questions." Then all of the 
questions about the author, including the ques- 
tions about the author's background and usual 
reliabdity, can be connected to the first vertical 
line leading to this heading. Wfim complete, 
the types of questions can be reorganized into a 
checklist to develop a thinking map like the one 
we have included. If you use this technique for 
making the skill explicit, you should use the 
thinking map that the students generate, rather 
than the one we have presented. 

Teaching Reliability of Sources in f he 
Primary Grades 

We recommend introducing this skill in the 
primary grades. Grade-appropriate materid 
should, of course, be used, and the skill should 
be simplified for students this age. We include 
a reliable sources lesson that illustrates how this 
skill can be taught in kindergarten and first 
grade. The simplified thinking map in figure 
32.6, more appropriate for primary grade stu- . 
dents, is used in this lesson. 

Reinforcing the Skilt 
After students have worked through a cur- 

. ricular example and have developed a checklist 
for the reliability of a source, you should give 
them more practicein using this checklist. when 
you ask them to apply the checklist to new 
examples, prompt students to use the terms 
from their checklist often and appropriately. 
Science, current events, mathematics, and art 
offer plentiful contexts for evaluating the reli- 
ability of sources. Evaluating sources is particu- 
larly useful h resolving student conflicts. Your 

RELIABILITY OF SOURCES 

1 .  To find out whether a source is reliable 
ask whether the source 

Knows the subject? 
Found out from someone else who is 
reliable? 
Found out by careful investigation? 
Has a reason for wanting you to 
believe him? 
Is known and trusted by others? 

2. Also ask whether anyone else thinks the 
same thing. 

+ 

Figure 12.6 

goal is to encourage students to use this skill 
dehbera tely whenever appropriate. 

Model Lessons on Determining 
the Reliability of Sources of 
Information 

We indude three model lessons on this skill: a 
primary language arts lesson, an upper elemen- 
tary science lesson, and an upper elementary 
general science lesson. Each illustrates a differ- 
ent variation on teaching this skill mentioned in 
the commentary. The primary language arts 
lesson uses a simplified th inkhg map for the 
primary grades. The elementary science lesson 
guides students in making judgments about the 
reliability of resources in a school library. The 
other science lesson focuses on the accuracy and 
reliability of an observation report. As you re- 
view these lessons try to answer the following 
questions: 

How is the importance of determining the 
reliability of sources of information htro- 
duced to students in these lessons? 
What te'&niques are used to prompt an 
inductive development of students' under- 
standing of these skills? 
What are the near and the far transfer activi- 
ties introduced in these lessons? 

Can you think of other ways of reinforcing 
students' skillful determination of the reli- 
ability of sources of Information after these 
lessons have been completed? 



Thinking Maps and Graphic 
Organizers for Determining the 
Reliability of Sources 

The ttunlung maps provide questions to guide 
students' thinking in evaluating the reliability 
of sources of information skiufuil y. They can be 
used as stated or modified by &dents as they 
reflect on how they engage in evaluating sources 
skillfully. One thinking map is for determining 
the reliability of any source, the second is for 
determining the reLiabllity of an observer as a 
source of information. 

Tools for Designing Lessons on 
the Reliability of Sources 

There are two graphic organizers included. 
The first is for generating and categorizing ques- 
tions to be asked in gathering information rel- 
evant to the reliability of a source or the accuracy 
of an observation. The second is for evaluating 
,?ecific sources and reinforces the sequenced 
cnxestions on the thinking maps. The thinkmg 
&ap on page 348 is designed especially for use 
in the primary grades. 

The b h g  maps and graphic organizers 
can guide you in designing the critical thinlung 
activity in the lesson and can also serve as pho- 
tocopy masters, t r a q x e n c y  masters, or as mod- 
& that can be enlarged and used as posters in 
the classroom. Reproduction rights are granted 
for single classroom use only. 
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Why is Ski l l f  ul Decision Making water on it to get the stain out." The water may 

.' Needed? set the stain; deaning fluid may do a better job. 
I£ we don't stop to think about other options, 

-- When we think about decision we we'll never find out whether there are any alter- 
often think only of "big" choices like buying a -hves fiat be better. 
C=, hoosing a college, or dedding for whom to ~~~~h~ we fail to al tema ti ves, 
vote- O p p 0 ~ &  fordedsionmaldngxe*- not becaw we are hasty our de&ion 
tiful, though. Our decisions may also be about kg. but because we that our decisions are 
"little" things, like which route to take on a trip "black or We =metimes hear, cm 
Or what dothing to wear to work. we &Mr do or not do X" Choices are seldom so 
want do something and we have a simple. X may believe that I must either pay t he  

we make a decision. the asking price for a car or not buy it. Usually, "not 
multitude of circumstances in which we make dohg a variety of other options. I 
dedsions the first making them be*er* might negotiate with the seller for a better price, 

Causes and effects of poor decisions. What- bade my or wait for a sale. Thinking 
ever the drcwtancet  good decision is about the different ways of not doing something im~ofim Purhashg a car that breaks down may reveal choices we didn't realize we had. 

c m  cost more the Pur- A Second problem de&ion 
chase price. Choosing the wrong street on the ing arises when we take he time to fiink 
way to work can cause a that can be about the important consequences of our 
embarrassing and c m  put one at risk loss* choices before we them. Considering out- 

Somebesf f i g s  Our control cause comes can show us whether a decision is a wise 
Our chosen to work out poorly. A water one. Often, however, we consider only the most 
main may break on the street we decide to take immediate and obvious consequences. I may 
to work. A car purchase may be a lemon. just think about the initial cost of the car I am 

The fault is sometimes ours, however. We interested in and not consider other important 
may not consider everyfig that we might in factors like gas mileage, reliability, availability 
making a decision. Suppose that there isreadily of service, etc. If I find out after I purchase the cal 
available information showing that a car I am . that it needs constant repair, it is too late for this 

. considering for purchase has a very bad repair consequence to influence my de&ion. K ~ O W .  
record but I don't think to seek that information. ing about consequence beforehand mighi 
Then, if the car needs frequent repain and I have deterred me from buying the car. 
regret having purchased it, the fault is mine- I These problems with de-&ion are 
could have taken the time to get sufficient infor- kttances of defaults (failures tc 
mation in order to make a better decision. We thinking: btiness nap 
can all recall situations in which we might have r ~ e s s .  There are other problems as well. 
thought about a choice more carefully. Sometimes I may miss important options or 

Problems with the way we think about deci- ,,qu~,,s because my thinking is scatterto 
sions. A number of common shortcomings ,d sprawling. I may jump from one idea to 
our decision making. One is that we often make ,,h without exploring any fully. 1 may 
snap decisions-we decide tQ do the first &g &out going to the mall, and that rr~ay generate 
that comes to mind- We may have more images of some of the stores at the mall. That, in 
than we realize, however. f h n e  of these options hm, may me think about how I like 
may work out better than others. For example, to find bargains. ~t may not enter my mind to 
someone may say, "I stained my blouse; put about whether I have the time to make this 
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shopping hip, whether I have other more im- 
portant things to do, or whether I really need 
anything at the mall, 1 may simply not be aware 
that I am missing important factors. 

Finally, I may make poor decisions because 
my thinking is fizzy. I may blur together a 
number of qui te distinct options, not being aware 
of differences between them. I may tfunk that 
travelling to Florida means a irip to Miami be- 
cause people 1 know always go to Miami. Thus, 
fuzziness in my thinking is another habit that 
can limit an appreaation of my range of choices 
and the different implications of each. 

In summary, four habits of thought limit our 
decision making. They are listed in figure 3.1. 

COMMON PROBLEMS WITH OUR 
THtNKlNG ABOUT DECISIONS 

1. We make quick decisions without thinking 
much abut them- [Our decision making is 
hasty.) 

2. We make decisions based on very restricted 
information. (Our decision making is narrow.) 

3. Our thoughts about our decisions are discon- 
nected and disorganized. (Our decision making 
is scattered.) 

4. Lack of clarity shoot important aspects of a 
decisioficauses us to overlook important 
considerations. (Our decision making is fuzzy.) 

Figure 3.1 

These problems can affect all of the tkinking 
we do, not just decision making. In the case of 
decision making, however, such defaults can 
lead us to be unaware of our options or miss 
important consequences that make a difference. 
Being,aware of these defaults can motivate us to 
develop better . . decision-making habits. 

HOW To Make Decisions Skillfullyf 
Good decision ~nakers. We can all think of 

times when we have made poor decisions. If we 
ask how good decision makers might have made 
decisions in those cirtsumstances, various rem- 
edies come to mind First, good decision makers 
understand why a decision is needed. Under- 
standing what creates the need for a decision 
can help us set our standards for a good choice- 

one that resolves the problem. For example, if I 
am regularly late for work, I may thirik that  I 
have tochoose a better route to get to work in the 
morning. When I realize getting to war kon time 
may depend also on how early I leave I expand 
my opiions to include leaving earlier. 

Second, it: is always important to consida-as many 
options as possible. 1 might ask myself, ,"at are 
some different ways to get to work?" or ''At what 
different times can I leave home7" h effective 
way to answer these quest-ions is to braimtorm 
W e  can generate many ideas by brainstorming. 
When we brainstom in the context of decision 

theideas wegenerate haease our chances 
of finding a r d y  good option. 
Good decision makers attend to three other 

matters before they make a decision: They con- 
sider a range of consequences of their opiiorms; they 
considu the EikeIihood of fhase consequences; and 
they consider thBr s@ificance. 

Considering a range of consequences prevents 
narrowness in our thinking. For example, it is 
often important to note short- and long-term 
consequences for ourselves and for sthel-s who 
might be affected by our actions. If leaving for 
work earlier in the moming will create a conflict 
because my children and 1 will have to use the 
samebathroombefore they catchan eaxly schooI 
bus, I should certainly take this into account. 

It is also important to consider hozu likely a 
consequence may be. If I don't, I may exaggerate 
the sipficance of consequences that are un- 
likely, if not far-fetched. I may mitially think 
that there will be a conflict with my children 
over using the bathroom if I leave for work 
earlier, but I remember that they o;sa~i,Uy get up 
early to review their homework. They are often 
out of the bathroom before.1 would want to use 
it. When in doubt, we should judge consequences 
by looking at evidence that supports or counts 
against their likelihood. Careful consideration 
of the likelihood of consequences is often missed 
in strategies for dedsion making that emphasize 
listing only pros and cons of our options. 

We should also think about how important the 
consequences are. Are they a cost or a benefit? 
How serious is h a t  cost or benefit? h leaving 
earlier for work, I may have to sacrifice watch-. 
ing the morning news. Is that serious? Should I 



weigh it heavily in my dedsion making? In How impoaant are these consequences - 
thinking about this, I may realize that dthough not just for me, but for all those affeded by 
I like watchmg the morning news, it may not be them? Are there some consequences that 
as si@cant as the stress of rushing to get to are so important that they should count 

work on time. In addition, if continuing to be more in my thinking than others? 
late is likely to result in losing my job, 1 should When I compare and contrast the options in 
take that outcome even more seriously. Think- light of consequences, which option is best? 
ing about the significance of possible come- . How cm I carry out this decision? 
quences is important in good decision makmg- Thinking about our decisions in this way 

Of course, all ofthesem~fiuijudgmmfsshould b counters ea& of the 
based on accurate infoMtionfrorn reliabie sources- our thinking by this sequence of 
For we trustow wa-. Most prevents detision from 
of the time are accuatet but bekg sprawling. Considering a wide rmge of 
they aren't aeddng them periodically is a options and consequences prevents it horn be- 
goodidea, espeaally ifit is important tobe some hgei&rnarmw orhasty. Systematically -- 
place on time. Good decision makers use infor- ing about my options and come quences pre- 
mation from only ~ t w o r t h y  sources. vents my thinking from being fuzzy. 

When a dedsion is being made in a context in Tmls for good decision making. Using a 
which other people are considering the same Mg map (a series of guiding for 
question, ii is important to state the reasons for &g is an easy way to re- 
our choices. If other people disagree with us. member these questions. The map h making Our reasons locate 'pedfic f i p e  3.2 contains a simpler list of core que- 
points of disagreement. This, in m, fadtat= tions to guide dedsion making- 

thinking dialo~e' We possi- map c m  be elaborated, if needed, for more 
bility of changing our minds in the light of such complev decision issues. 
dialogue. This kind of open-mindedness is &o an 

important mark of a good decision maker. 
Tips for good decision making. NOW do 

SKILLFUL DECISION MAKING 

people who are skdlhd decision makers make l. What makes a decision necessary? 
sure they attend to all of these issues? One way 

2. What are my options? 
is to prompt thinking explicitly before or during 
the making of a decision. We can do this by 
reminding ourselves of key questions and the 
order in which we should answer then Here is 4. How important are the consequences? 
an organized list of questions that reflect what . 
good &ers ask when they make decisions. 

What makes this decision necessary? What 
. . p . 

is creating the need for a decision? Figure 3.2 

What are my options? Are there unusual Supplementing these questions witha graphic 
ones that 1 should consider? organizer can be very helpful in brganizing 

* -  What consequences would resuli if I took f h w g  and managing information in skillful 
these options? Are fiere long-term come- decision making. The diagram reproduced in 
quences, consequences for others, or come- figure 3-3 (next page) serves this purpose- 
quences that I may not ordinarily consider? The graphic organizer is designed to allow 

likely are he consequencps? m y ?  c0mideration of One option from the many op- 
Why should I think they are likely? tions generated. Notice that this graphic focuses 

Do these consequences count in favor of or 
on questions 2-4 from the hidung map (figure 
3.2). These are the heari of good deci- _ against the options being considered? sion making. Question 1 on the thidmg map 
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Figure 3.3 

/ SKILLFUL DECtSlON MAKING 1 
f OPnONS 

should be discussed before using this diagram 
Reviewing the completed graphic organizers 
for many different options should serve as a 
basis for answering question 5. 

Using the graphic organizer for skillful deci- 
sion making. The graphic organizer in figure 
3.3 provides both structure to guide our think- 
ing as we make decisions and space to record 
our thoughts. It is designed to prompt the orga- 
nized use of critical and creative thinking. The 

- following explanation describes how it should 
be used: 

Options. As an important first step in most 
decision-making situations, brainstorming tech- 

- niques shduld be employed to generate a list of 
options. Record the options in the options box 
before giving any further consideration to any 
of them. Make sure to include unusual as well as 
ordinary options in the list. (Adding options 
later is perfectly acceptable.) 

Consequences. Select one option to consider. 
diagram guides us to project as many con- 

sequences as we believe might occur as a result 

L 

of this option, again usingstandard brainstorm- 
ing techniques. List these proposed conse- 
quences in the first column. We should make 
sure to include consequences for others as well 
as for ourselves and also long-term as well as 
short-term consequences. If we list primarily 
negative consequences, we should strive to in- 
clude a balance of positive ones as well. 

Support for the consequences. The second col- 
umn prompts a search for evidence to evaluate 
how realistic the consequences are. We can use 
either of two strategies to do this. 

The first strategy is to consider each conse- 
quence, asking what evidence we have, or tan 
find, to support its likeWosd. When we find 
good evidence, we should write it next to the 
consequence. Then we should put a check mark 
next to the consequence as an indication that it is 
a reasonable one. On the other hand, if we don't 
find evidence in support of the consquence or 
if we find evidence against it, we can cross it out. 

i 
1 

1 

For example, suppose one of the cars you are 
considering for purchase is a foreign import. 
You have Iisted "Higher cost for repairs and 
service than American-made cars" as a conse- 
quence. After you acquire opinions from your 
frimdswhoownforeignimportsanelfromthose 
who own American-made cars, you find that 
the labor and parts costs on the foreign imports 
have been consistently higher than the compa- 
rable work on U. S .  made cars. This information 
would go in the "Support" column next to this 
consequence, and you would check the conse- 
quence as reasonable. 

To follow this strategy through, we should 
continue to work horizontally after we have 
assessed the likelihood of a projected conse- 
quence. W e  should move to the last column and 
decide the importance of that consequence. 

The second way to evaluate the likelihood of 
the consequences is to consider specific pieces of 
relevant information (e.g., an article from a con- 
sumer magazine about a product we are think- 
ing about purchasing) and ask what this infor- 
mation shows about each of the projected conse- 
quences. If we find that a prr~jected consequence 
is well supported by the information, it should 
be checked. We should then note the informa- 
tion webase these judgmentson~.g., themaga- 
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zine article-in the middle column as a refer- 
ence, though not necessarily next to the 
consequence(s) it supports. 
In employing eitfier of these strategis, we 

should, of course, make sure that the informa- 
tion we use to determine the consequences' 
likelihood is reliable and accurate. 

The value of the consequences. The third column 
prompts us to think about the force and impor- 
tance of the consequences. This, too, requires 
careful critical judgment. 

We have a number of choices in the way we 
use tfus graphic organizer to indicate our judg- 
ments about the value of the consequences. The 
first question to ask is whether the consequence 
counts in favor of or against the option- A s i q k  
way to mark our judgment is to put a "plus" for 
the pros and a "m3nus" for the cons to the left of 
the consequences on the diagram- That will 
make it easy to see at a glance the pros and cons. 

Our judgments about the relative importance 
of certain consequences are usually based on 
our values. We can express these judgments of 
relative importance in a number of ways. We 
may indicate, simply, that some consequences 
are important and others are not. We can, how- 
ever, express our judgments of priority more 
finely. For example, we might want to indicate 
whether a consequence is very important, moder- 
afely important, or not too imporfanf. Comments 
such as these should be placed in the "Value" 
column beside the appropriate consequence- 

In whatever way we identdy importance, the 
graphic organizer provides space for us to accom- 
pany ou.r judgment with written comments about 
why we think the consequence is important. h, 
when we compare options, we can d e  sure we 
have assigned values consistently. 

Making a choice. Our final choice should be 
made after comparing and contrasting a num- 

- ber of these diagrams, appropriately filled in 
with relevant information. The balance of pros 
and CO$-now easily discerned-should be 
compared from option to option. Usually, the 
best choice is clear. The diagram can be used to 

. show our reasons for this choice. 
Using a data matrix to manage skiUfu1 deci- 

sion making. Some decision issues require a 
considerable amount. of information that is not 

initially available. As we research an issue, we l 
do not want to become so overwhelmed that we 
forget important information. In addition, we 
want to make sure to consider everything avail- 
able that is relevant. We can follow the same 
strategy for decision making, represented on 
the thinking map (figure3.2), but use a decision- 
making matrix, which is more suitable for com- 
plex decisions. This appears in figure 3.4. 
P DECISIOWKING MATRIX 
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Before using this matrix, we should brain- 
storm a list of options. These options--clr a 
smaller group that we consider the most prom- 
ising o p t i o s a n  be recorded in the left-hand l 
column on the matrix. Then we should ask what / 
we need to find out about the options to make a 
well-thought-out decision. This will generate a 
list of faciors to consider. These factors should. I 
be written at the top of each column. The list of 
factors can guide our search for data relevant to I 
the decision we are trying to make. This data can L 

then be recorded in the cells on the matrix. h 
For example, if you are carefully researching 

anexpensive purchase, you can list the factors to 
consider (cost, durability, ease of use, safety, 1 
etc.) across the top of the matrix. Then you can 
use this list to guide your search for information. 
When you get the information, you can record it 
in an orderly and systematic fashion in the cells. I 

The box below the matrixprovides space for l 
writing important unanswered questions that 
arise about the information we are recording in 
the cells. For example, an advertisement for one 
of the items you are researching may include the 
comment that it is safe to use. You may write this - 



information in the appropriate cell under amount of infornation- The basic graphic orga- 
"Safety." However, you may also realize that nizer for decision making depicts less complex 
this information appears in an advertisement data but @des US through the process of deci- 
prepared by the manufacturer of the item and sion m a h g  more explidtly than the matrix. 
- - 

that it, therefore, may not be reliable. In this case 
you may record the question, "Is there a s a f y  How Can We Teach Students 
record for this item from indewndent sources to Make Decisions Skillfully? 

1 

that don't have a vested interest in selling this Teaching students to the Organized 
product?" Questions like this can direct further Series of questions that guide kiIhl decision 
inquiry in order to make sure that the recorded can them improve the way they 
information is accurate and complete. think through their own decisions. Simply ask- 
AS W e  continue the decision-making PrOCeS.  hg what they someone a 

we should ask the same questions discussed character in a story they are reading or a histori- 
above about the force and hportnce of the cal figure) should dedde a not accompm 
data recorded. We can add a "plus" or a this. Such a request gives students an opportu- 
nus" to the information to indicate whether it nity for de&ion making but does not tend tm 
counts Or aga-tthe dedsion- we how to do it skillfully. Students who do not usu- 
can drde the information that is e s p e a y  sig- ally weu-thougklt-OUt d-ions con- 
nifi~m~ COIIIIII~~S about the basis for t h e  tinue to pradce poor 
judpents,however,shouldbewri~en~t~ep~- Tea&g m*g explic- 
rakl~; org&fldoesnot provid? a itly. A haer approah is to tea& ded- 
place to record such reflection. sion making explicitly. Youcan explain the strat- 
The de&ion-making matrix provides a egy directly and ask your students to practice it 

pact way of organizing information relevant to on, from the curriculum, or 
a decision so that w e  can easily compare and you can demonskate it using an 
contrast options to make an informed choice- which you guide hough  sufi a ded- 
One addition to it that c m  be helpful in cases of sion. When you do the latter, you can use Ule 
peat corm~lexiq a summary placed -g map to generate the structured ques- 
after each row for our overall appaisal of the tions or &dons that guide both 

and weahessesof each of the cases, supplementing your verbal prompts with 
With OT without S U C ~  a summary col-, the a graphic is important. 
decision-making matrix, suitably filled in. can Reinforekg the process- Your goal in teach- 
be -' '0 provide fie doamentation we ing these lessons is to help your students de- 
need to explain the choices we make. velop, remember, and internalize strategies for 

the two graphic organizers for skillfut decision making so that t h y  can guide 
decision making. The data matrix in figure 3.4 * their own th inhg  when they have to make a 

is primarily minfomation*rgeg p p M c  decision. This requires continuedreinforcement. 
Uskg it in the process of &(%ion re- Make the gaphi= organizers for 5l.m & ~ -  
quires a heavier refiance onverbal prompts than Sion m&g avagable in your classroom and 
is needed in us% fie previous graphic Orga- encourage your students to use them on their 
nizer in figure 3.3- If You are the data own. Help them .to practice skillful decision 

hs t~~ct iona l  context, for erample, making deliberately in curricular cont=ts other 
you have to students through the th, the one in which you introduced it ("far 
decision-making process by asking more transfern) as well as others whi* are to 
prompting questions .than are when topic of your original lesson ("near 
You U s  the basic decision-making graphic or- fern). S&ool-related dedsions, hcludkgbehav- 
€Vizer. where these questions e x ~ l i d t l ~  aP- ioral issues or interpersonal difficulties, are also 
pear. The virtue of using the data mae~ how- natural contexts in which you can help students 

lies in its in organizing a large transfer what they learn about thoughtful dp&- 



sion making in your infusion lessons. You will 
futd that as the process becomes familiar, stu- 
dents will. use it without your guidance. 

Contexts  in the Curriculum for 
Decision-making Lessons 

The curriculum offers numerous opportunI- 
. ties to teach skillful decision making. Contexts 
in the curriculum in whid.1 decision is a na t u ~ a i  
response provide such opportunities. Decisions 
made by characters in novels and plays (eg-,  
Huck Finn's not turning Jim in), by historicd 
figures (e.g., Lincoln's issuing of the Emancipa- 
tion Proclamation), as well as controversial is- 
sues (What should our energy policy be?) p r e  
vide rich contexts for decision making lessons 
that will enhance content learning greatly- 
In science, a great many decisions relate to the 

use of scientific knowledge and technology h 
the world outside the laboratory or s c i a c e d s -  
room President T m a n ' s  decision to drop the 
atomic bomb on Hiroshima, genetic engineer- 
ing, and the use of computer technology for 
communication (e.g., through the Internet) are 
good examples of these. Typically, such deci- 
sion-making contexts for infusion lessons ap- 
pear in science curricula that include a science, 
technology, and society (STS) focus. Other d e -  
sion making contextsin straightforward science 
curricula reflect decisions that are frequentIy 
made within science. Decisions a b u t  the de- 
sign of experiments, the use of resources and 
equipment, and evert subjects of investigation 
all provide contexts for infusion lessons on skill- 
ful decision making. In general, there are two 
types of decision-making contexts in the sec- 
ondary science curriculum materials: 

hnportan t decisions hue been made in pure 07. 

applied science. Students may re-enact a his- 
.~ . torical decision (e.g., the decision to eradi- 

cate yellow fever, to put a man on themoon, 
to explore ihe chemistry of plastics) using 
the decision-making strategy and then 
evaluate the actual decision made by the 
historical figure. This gives students oppor- 
tunities to exercise decision making, to un- 
derstand the values of those who actually 
made these decisions more deeply, and to 
think critically about these values. 

What students are learning has applicafion to or 
generat~s decision-making issues. Students can 
be asked to design experiments or make 
decisions about equipment that would be 
most useful in conducting specific research 
projects (e.g., on crystal growth). The study 
of the uses of technology in STS programs 
also gives us many opportunities to infuse 
this strategy into science instruction. For 
example, students can be asked to thir-tk 
through issues about air pollution, nuclear 
power, or damming rivers. 

A menu of suggested contexts for infusion 
lessons on decision making in secondary sci- 
ence can be found at the end of the chapter. 

Model Lesson On Decision Making 

The model lesson ondeckion making induded 
in this chapter is a middie school science 1-n 
on alternative energy sources that c a n  accom- 
pany most sixth-grade textbooks. The lesson . - 
uses the decision-making matrix. 

As you review these lessons, think about the 
following key questions: 

How d o e  the thinking skill instruction in- 
terweave with the content in these lessons? 

Can you distinguish the four componeqts 
of infusion lessons in these examples? 
Can you i denq  additional transfer ex- 
amples to add to these lessons? 

Tools for Decision-making Lessons 1 
' 

The thinking map forskillful. decision m a h g  
provides focus questions to guide students' de- 
cision rnaking in infusion lessons. The questions 
may be stated as shown or expressed in stu- 
dents' own words. The two graphic organizers 
described earlier follow the thinking map. They 
supplement and reinforce the guidance in deci- 
sion making provided by the thinking map. 

The thinking maps and graphic organizers 
can guide you in designing the critical thinking 
activity in the lesson and can also serve as pho- 
tocopy or kansparency masters, or as models 
that can be used as posters. Reproduction rights 
are granted for use in single classroom only. 


